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Letter from the Editor
Our dreams, visions or goals can be as
grandiose as seven-year-old Jessica's dream to be
the youngest person to fly an airplane coast-tocoast or as grounded as a garden in a patch of
backyard paradise. We build our future with our
dreams, visions and, of course, our actions today.
Should we follow the path that our father,
mother or, perhaps, a sibling took? Or, should we
be strong enough to stand for our convictions,
even though someone we love pressures us to do
otherwise? Should fame, fun or financial gains be
our guiding light for what we do in our life? Or,
should we live mindlessly, not worrying about
what tomorrow will bring? Or, should we live
fully today, yet preparing for a bright future?
Sometimes, as we work toward our goals,
we realize in mid-course that we are running
the wrong race, or perhaps, we are not really
interested in the game. Making a graceful exit
at the appropriate moment, is at times, the most
courageous thing we can do. I know someone
who realized he was more interested in social
issues and conservation of nature. He dropped
~:>ut of his doctoral degree program in engineering
In search of a meaningful and fulfilling life.
Many of us have ancestry in Europe-one of
the most industrialized continents-rich in arts,
culture, languages and history. Our ancestors, in
search of a better life, immigrated to the "New
World." They wanted to escape poverty or
persecution in Europe and fulfill their personal
dreams. The history of the people of Europe and
their collective dreams, for better or worse, have
strongly impacted the United States, Canada,
and for that matter the whole world.

Roma Volodtchenkov, 8, Dnepkopetrovsk, Ukraine

Main Square in Prague, Czech Republic. Photo: H. Still

The United States has been called a country of
immigrants-a melting pot or a salad bowl, in which
we can still find pockets of distinct cultural flavors
-where new people continue to arrive even today,
from all parts of the world, to fulfill their dreams and
visions. Human life, without dreams and visions, is
incomplete.
There is no reason why immigrants-old or
new-should be treated with discrimination or
prejudice, no matter where they come from. Sadly,
however, not only the new immigrants, but even
the Native people who are indigenous to the Turtle
Island, have been discriminated against, and their
freedoms limited.
Freedom implies being able to have our own
dreams and to be able to work toward our goals;
however, we need to concern ourselves not just
with our own dreams but also those of the human
community. We need to be aware that our personal
goals do not infringe on the freedom of others to
choose what's important to them or deprive others
of their basic needs. We can all be proud of our
cultural roots and still work together as global
citizens.
For many of us, summer vacation is a fine
time to travel. Perhaps, some of you might land in
Europe this summer? To attend a children's summer
camp in Sweden, Switzerland, Spain, or Sicily? Or,
a workcamp that allows you to put your hands to
good use while getting to know people in another
culture? Or, perhaps, a family vacation? If you do,
take a copy of this issue with you to read on the
plane or to share with your friends. If you cannot
take a journey to Europe, perhaps you'd like to
write to pen pals (pages 32-33) in Europe.
Happy Trails; Bon Voyage; jBuen Viaje!
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Skipping Stones, Vol. 8 No.2,
arrived today. We want to
congratulate you on the brilliant and
colorful cover. We really enjoyed your letter
about growing up in India and about caring
for the planet. However, we were disappointed
that the pen pal section was so small. The more
cou'ntries and more pals the better! A new idea
is to put the pictures of kids kidnapped (in the
magazine) to help them be rescued.
- Kate & Marian Howards, Atlanta, Georgia

The magazine is very fascinating, and it also
helps young ones and adults to change the
world. It teaches us about cultures of different
countries and their religions. It also helps us to
know about other people of the same age, their
way of living and education, by writing
through the pen pal column.
-Fortunate Muchuwa, Harare, Zimbabwe

I like to include a multicultural focus in my
courses and find Skipping Stones to be
outstanding in its reflection of the talents and
abilities of young people from around the
world. Your magazine inspires all of us. You
expand and extend consciousness; you give us
horizons of longer ideas and their application to
universal humanity! Your impact for good upon
the Earth is increasing and greatly needed.
-Joan Franklin Smutny, Wilmette, Illinois

Today I received the issue with my story,
"Riddle Nights," in it. Wow! The whole issue
looks great! In my story, you changed the word
cockitty to cocky and cockiness, for the sake of
standard American English, I guess; however,
cockitty is a well-established Jamaican word.
-Carole McDonnell, Peekskill, New York
Skipping Stones, what a program-a

magazine that links people from all over the
world and builds peace and love within
countries. A magazine that tells of many
cuItures and teaches us to see and hear from
different people. Bravo Skipping Stones!
-Justice A. Isaac, Sunyani, Ghana

I am very pleased with the diversity and
special stories you have included in each issue!
The students love them, and the teachers are
reading them almost as much as the students.
It's such a great way to expose children in our
rural area to other cuItures.
- Deborah Aarhus, Kapiri Sec. School, Zimbabwe
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My House by Sveta, 9, Irkutsk, Russia
Sveta writes, "In front ofmy house there are holes.
In back of my house there is construction. Next to my
house there is construction. Across the road there's a
school. Around my house there are houses. "

Drinking Clouds
Wind ruffles through my hair
There is no happiness like mine
I have been drinking clouds
I tilt my head up to eat the sun
Roots take hold
As my petals kiss the dew draped dawn
Heads tum away
Ears refuse to listen to butterfly whispers
An enraged king stomps and yells
He despises my pollen
When I let loose with a wave of laughter
He coughs and sneezes angrily
I am once again complete
I dance in the soft glow covering me
I reach towards love
- Pilar Mejia, Grade 8, Sterling, Virginia

My Life as a Pumpkin
I was a green dwarf pumpkin
I lived a humble life
In the garden of Mr. and Mrs. Hackfield
My name was Not Ripe
Which came in handy because
I didn't get eaten
-Lane Reynolds, 13, Fairbanks, Alaska. He lives in the
country and enjoys dog mushing and down hill skiing.
Someday he would like to be a carpenter and a mechanic.

When I Grow Up...
I love writing to pen pals around the world
because we can interact and talk about our
feelings. I like olden day things because not many
people think of the past. They think of the future
and modem things like computers.
I want to work where there are gardens. I want
to be creative and different than other people- to
create gardens, to grow food and flowers.
My dream for myself is to work
on a ranch in the mountains with
horses, cats and gardens, dressing
like people did in the 1800's. I
want a fun place for teens, a community that grows our own food
and flowers. People could learn
about and cook vegetarian meals.
Americans eat more meat than any
other country in the world and are
probably less conscious of how
destructive it is to our environment.
Some of my role models are:
Laura Ingalls Wilder, Susan B.
Anthony, and the New England
Children's Trust Fund, a vegetarian
home for children, who are healing
from abusive family relationships.
Striking it rich is not one of my
aims in life because you don't have
to be rich to live well. Giving to
others gives me pleasure.
-Selena Dittberner, 13, lives in
Parkers Prairie, Minnesota

My dream is to become an English teacher. I
feel that the knowledge I have should not be used
just for me, but should be passed on. I love to read
and write and believe teaching will help me express
this, and help other children express themselves.
Children need ways of expressing themselves,
and if they learn more about writing, then maybe
they'll use it. If they're sad, they may write a sad
story or poem. When a child is upset they can
choose to write something that expresses their
anger instead of going out and shooting somebody.
This world would run a lot more smoothly if more
people learned how to write instead of learning
how to be violent.
-Katherine Moser, 13, Richfield, Minnesota

When I grow up I want to be an artist. Why?
Because I find it exciting to be able to imagine
anything and put it on paper. For example, I can
draw a girl with curly hair or with a pony-tail.
The choice lies in my hands. I use my imagination.
Sometimes I think of something and my fingers
itch to draw it. I think the only way to achieve
my goal is to keep trying and not lose hope.
I didn't have an inspiration;
"r#@~'i'~"',i I just drew and got better
and better as I got older.
Then I took drawing lessons
and improved a lot. My role
model is my drawing teacher,
who I think is a real expert.
She isn't really famous, but
in my eyes she's great!
If "striking it rich"
means making lots of money,
then it isn't my aim in life. I
don't mind if I don't have
lots of money. I mean, look
at Claude Monet. He wasn't
exactly rich, but he was very
happy among his waterlilies. I don't think having
lots of money is so
important. You can't buy
happiness!
-Sophie Carroll, 13, Bonn,
Germany. The waterfall
painting is also by Sophie.

Before I go to college, I want to do a Peace
Corps-like program in Central America. I saw a
TV show about a group of health professionals
who stayed in a village for two months and
helped the people there. Teaching in a Third
World country would also be interesting.
When I die I want to be remembered as
a person who made a difference, brought
something good about and generally made the
world a better place. Whether that difference
was finding a home for a homeless family or
teaching a child to read, I believe I was put on
Earth for a purpose and that purpose was to
help others.
-Alexis May, 13, Winchester, Massachusetts
Vol. 8 no. 3
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My Dream Is ...
I have many dreams to accomplish in my life.
When I grow up I want to be an architect, and
striking it rich is one of my aims. I want to be
somebody who is looked up to as a role model.
There are a lot of experiences I would like to
have, but being an architect would use all my
strengths. These strengths include drawing,
designing buildings and having a lot of patience.
Being an architect would be a way for me to use
all my abilities to become successful.
Besides being an architect, I would be very
glad if I became a role model for children everywhere or a person with high dignity. I would
love to show everybody what I learned from
my years of schooling.
Striking it rich is one of my aims in life for
many reasons. One is that I would like to support
my family by clothing and feeding everybody.
Another is helping other people in need. And
thirdly, being rich would allow me to thank my
parents for raising my sister and me.
I've dreamed of myself in the future many
times. I've pictured myself finishing high school
and college, getting married and having children.
Becoming older means taking on more responsibility and working hard. Since I am a hard worker,
I know I will have a chance to be successful in
life and reach my dream of becoming an architect.

My biggest dream is to go to a prestigious
college and get a Ph.D. in some area of math,
science or possibly history. I don't really have
a vision for the world in the future, but I intend
to do well in it, whether it be the golden age of
technology or the age of pollution and suffering.
My dreams are to live in a nice place and not
have to worry about money (not necessarily be
rich, just not be poor). I would like to make an
important discovery, that is not so much important to the world, as it is to me. One of my biggest fears is to feel like I have wasted my life.
For now, I just want to do well in school,
while balancing reading, playing the piano
and learning German. I will be in Germany for
the duration of next year!
I think that my Polish background has made
me stronger. I am a minority in many ways. I am
Polish, but besides that, I am an atheist. Ever
since I was little, I was despised for these differences. My parents are extremely supportive, and
this has helped me a lot. I am proud to be different. It only makes me want to accomplish more.
- Kasia Bartoszynska, Boise, Idaho

-Roshni Amin, 13, Lincolnwood, Illinois

Dreams

The Puzzled World And Where I Fit In
My dream is for people to feel that they
have a place in this world. "
-Sharon Bennett, 11, Atlantic Highlands, NJ
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A world without war, a world filled with peace.
Of course it's not true, it's only a dream.
But if it could be,what would it be like?
A nice meadow walk or a rough mountain hike?
The Earth would smell sweet like a fresh April rain.
No blood, no guns, no children in pain.
All crime would be gone
No one would get killed.
Every parent's and teacher's
Expectations fulfilled.
Disappointment would vanish
The world could be friends.
All the chores would be done
The wounds would all mend.
If all this were true, it would really be great.
A world filled with love, not war and not hate.
-Maggie Montanaro, 12, Pickerington, Ohio. She
writes, "My poem is about a dream...a hope that someday this cruel world we live in will become peaceful. "

My Vision for a Better World

Wishes

Peace and preserving nature are very
important dreams for me. My vision for the world
is that all people might live together in protected
harmony. We are all brought up on the same
planet; we drink the same water from the clouds;
we learn together; and we share resources.
Prejudiced people choose to think only of the
differences among ourselves. They believe that
just because we have a few simple things that
are not in common, such as skin color or religion,
we should start wars and hate each other.
Dreams can't be put into action without
leaders who care. Some of my dreams for the
world include electing a president who is
concerned about nature, pollution and other
neglected subjects. We don't belong in this vast
world from which nature was formed if we only
damage and ruin it. The world doesn't exist for
that purpose. With leaders who care about these
issues, we could more effectively bind together
all the people who share these same dreams and
make the world a better place. If we all just give
a little more effort to these significant subjects,
then our world would match my vision.

Skiing down a snowy mountain slope, I fly
through the forests dark and fields bright and
careen off moguls and soar...over...the...chasm...
and land with a spray.. .! wish.
Camping on the river with friends, fishing, cooking,
building rope bridges and huge campfires spewing
sparks-stars to compete with the night sky's
own.. .! wish.
Skating over silky blacktop, puck moving side to
side past defenders, I streak toward the net and
shooL.and scoreL ..! wish.
Sitting in bed, gazing moonward through my
window, wondering about myself, about the world,
about tomorrow.. .! wish.
And all the people of the world since the
beginning of time have waited and hoped and
wished for many things-but for one most of all.
That they may know God and God's plan for them.
...May their wishes come true.
-Ian Rudnik, Grade 8, Rockford, Michigan

-Jossie Lake, 10, Clayton, Missouri. She writes,
"For my future occupation, I want to be a doctor or a
scientist because my education would help others. "

lAm
I am a half-grown tree,
Too old to be a sapling,
Too young to be old.
Not knowing what I'll be in the future.
I am a filly,
Proud and independent,
Free and full of life,
Surprising everyone by learning how to run.
Thirteen is my age,
Just breaking out of the shell of childhood,
Learning to stand on my own.
Like the color green,
I am young and fresh,
Alive and ready for the world.
But later, dried by the sun
And frozen by the snow.
I am laughter,
I know its sound well,
But I hear its silence, too.
Like a cloud, I am drifting through the sky,
Yearning to find out who I am.
-Mary Murphy, 14, Buffalo, New York

After studying Central American history, Tomas Larsson's
students in Nortiilje, Sweden, sent us their hopes for peace
in that region. This collage is by Beatrice Carlsson, 10 yrs.

The Road to our Heart
I sit and wonder why we are here? What
purpose do we serve? Is this real life or is it just a
test? In our hearts I think we know the answers
to all of these questions. But many of us haven't
found the path to our hearts quite yet. We must
live to learn; and with each day we live, we learn
a little more about ourselves and the world
around us. There are many different things to
learn in life, and we must live to experience those
things...to find the road to our hearts.
-Liz Mueller, 11, Beverly Farms, Massachusetts
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Creating

D
A
N
C
E
There's a fire inside me.
Dance is the spark that ignites
The flame within my soul.
The music is the wood to fuel
My passion to dance
The spark of dance sends me off
To an awesome state.
The moves provide the "breath"
For my firelike obsession.
I feel the spark sizzling
I can dance without the "musical"
So~nd you hear with your ears,
But wIth the rhythm inside my heart.
Dance is in my blood,
It runs in my veins.
-Nirvana Barker, Grade 8, Newport,
Oregon. Nirvana writes, HI am an active
member ofthe Pacific Dance Ensemble.
In time, I will have to make a difficult
decision between my love of science
and my passion to dance. "

A New Kind of Feeling
I feel happy and scared to do something new.

It takes a bit of courage,
I know it must be true.
I ~et all jitt~~ in the tips of my toes.
I WIggle and JIggle, even when I giggle.
And. I knock my knees together,
LIke a hollow wood block.
My heart starts pounding,
Like a big kettle drum.
It's a new kind of feeling.
I smile inside. I smile very bright.
Just because, I know that it is right!
I love the new feeling that forms inside me.
It must be 'cause without it,
I wouldn't be me!
-Megan Grenier 13, French-Canadian Groton, MA
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whisper
thread of song
pale as a dreamthought
whisper
and find
whisper once again
soft as a mindfeather
release them
entwined...
color between them
dim as old nightmares
color
and light
color
that brightens
slow as awakening
growing
starbright. ..
listen
now echoes
sweet as a heartsong
listen
and knowfrom songthread
and lighthread
sure as existence
a strong cord
will grow
-Abigail Goutal, 16, of Derry,
New Hampshire. Abigail wrote
this poem when she was 13.

Right For Me
I really wish you could see.

The military just is not for me.
I said these words filled with fear.
Words my father would not hear.
"Come on son, it's what you've gotta do.
You've got to serve the Red, White and Blue."
It's my life I said, it's not your choice.
Now listen well and hear my voice.
I don't yet know what I want to be.
But I have to do what's right for me.
I will be strong, I will be bold.
I'll free myself, I'll break the mold.
-Ram-z Denison, 17, German and Irish
heritage, lives in Satellite Beach, Florida.
His dream is to win afilm-writing Oscar.

Gunshot

Always

People sitting, time going by,
Laughter and tears, to laugh and to cry.
Moments are passing, alone in the night,
People are screaming, alone with their fright.
And then there is silence, no sound can be heard,
A gunshot rings out; it hits a small bird.
People and places and things gone wrong,
Messages conveyed, yet hidden in song.
A life that is over, but has just begun
All because of a bullet from a gun.
-Ashley Baker, 16, Flowery Branch, Georgia.
She writes, "My dreams and visions vary from day to
day. I have no definite plans for the future. I'll probably
end up writing though, because it is what I do best. My
overall goal in life is to have a major impact on
someone else's life before I die."

And she stands,
Her face stained with tears...Always
And she stands,
Unable to confront her fears ...Always
And she stands
Waiting for a dream to come true...Always
And she stands motionless,
There's nothing she can do...Always
And she stands,
Knowing she has a soul
But on the outside she's a statue...Always
- Moira Dolan, 10, Kent, Connecticut

I Think
Maybe and
Maybe not.

My Life

I might and

lama
sports playing,
puck scoring,
baseball hitting,
('"
fast driving,
highway speeding, "'-".'
hat wearing,
.
I
teacher worrymg,
v·-~,,,,,,
tv watching,
L"",<,:::
homework slacking,
poetry hating,
Student.

No 1...

>:,

-E. J. Chambers, Crowley, Texas

I might not.

can't but I
Think I can.
I hope
I can.

But...
No I can't.
But now that
I think of it,
I can.
Yes I can.
-Ethan Kegley, Eugene, Oregon

Rose by Sophie Carroll, 13, Bonn, Germany

Darkness

She runs...

When darkness comes to get me,
And dusk turns to night,
I have a path to travel,
I will travel with all my might.
The moon will be my witness,
She'll tell it straight and true,
I have a path to travel,
It may take me straight to you.

Down dat gravel road she runs
Her shoes make dat unmistakable sound
She been runnin' dat road fo'ever
Long as anyone from dese parts 'members anyways
We always wonder, why she doin' dat?
Why would a sweet girl like her act so strange?
No one can eva' stop her
She runs with dis look on her face
A look 0' distress and kinda determined like
Yeah, I guess dat's da way you'd 'scribe dat girl
What I come up wid is she got problems
You know in her chilehood or sompin
We ask why she runnin' and what from
But if ya think about it,
Everyone got sompin ta run from
And all she done was decided to really run

I stop to rest at a river,
Cold blue water flows on rocks.
It gurgles and it whispers,
And silently it talks.
The trees around me billow,
Yielding the moon's white light.
I have a path to travel.
But I know I'll be alright.
-Ember Livingston, 16, Port Alexander, Arkansas

-Ginger Zuidgeest, 14, Rockford, Michigan
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This Is Not For Me

Milk Tart (South Mrican Pie)

My mom, Gwen Hillier, was the best cook and
baker in Utah. She was especially famous for her
fresh, melt-in-your-mouth cinnamon rolls. Since 1
was her oldest daughter everyone expected me to
cook and bake like her. The truth was, 1 stunk at
cooking and baking.
When 1 was in sixth grade, we were having a
world fair at school. Each student would choose a
country and do a display of items. My 23 year-old
cousin had returned from South Mrica a year ago
and had a recipe for South Mrican pie. I decided to
make the pie to share. The night before, 1 tried to
make it myself. Since 1 didn't know what the heck
it was supposed to look like, I just followed the
directions and hoped it would tum out fine.
Actually it turned out just the opposite. All the
milk oozed to the top of my soggy crust while
baking. When my mom returned home, 1 told her
how gross it looked and that 1 was not going to
give my soggy, ruined masterpiece to my classmates.
The phone rang and immediately my mom
snatched it up. While she was talking, I took the pie
and dumped it down the disposal. 1 was going to
start all over again. Ten minutes later, my mom hung
up the phone. My mom is the type of person that
gets mad if you waste anything. So, she got mad at
me for dumping it out but then agreed to help me
make another one. She followed the directions and
when the pies were done, they looked absolutely
perfect and tasted good as usual. No matter how
much I tried, 1 knew 1 couldn't be her all over again.
My mom would deliver cookies or something
similar to our neighbors, and about every house that
1 went to with her, our neighbors would say, "So
Cortni, are you going to be a Utah famous cook like
your mom?" 1 wouldn't even answer them. 1 hated
cooking! When my mom and 1 got home she said,
"Cortni, we need to talk. Why wouldn't you
answer them? You know you love to cook."
"I know that 1 hate to cook!" 1 yelled,
emphasizing my "I's."
My mom stared blankly at me. "Cortni, why
didn't you tell me? 1 wouldn't have made you
cook and bake," she said in a hurt voice.
"It's not that," 1 paused, "it's that I'm just
known as a daughter of a Utah famous cook who
is going to grow up just like her mom. 1 want to be
who 1 want to be. Not what someone else wants
me to be."
"I understand. 1 guess 1 have been pressuring
you a lot to be a baker. I'm sorry," Mom replied.

Pastry: 1 egg
2 cups cake flour
1/2 cup sugar 4ozs. margarine
1/4 tsp salt
2 tsp baking powder
Mix well in bowl: margarine, sugar, egg,
flour, baking powder and salt. Press into two
plates. Cook for 10 minutes at 350 degrees F.
Filling: 4 cups of milk
2 tbsp vanilla
1 cup sugar
2 tbsp flour
2 eggs
1 tbsp margarine
2 1/2 tbsp com meal
Boil milk and margarine. Mix rest of
ingredients to a smooth paste and add to
boiling milk. Return to heat, and stir until
thick. Pour into shells. Sprinkle with
cinnamon. Refrigerate.
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"I like to help cook sometimes, Mom, just not
all the time," 1 told her.
From then on when someone asks me, "So
Cortni, are you going to be a famous cook like
your mom?" 1 have the confidence in myself to
say, "No."
-Cortni Hillier, 14, Layton, Utah. Cortni writes,
"One ofmy goals and dreams is to sail around the
world with my family. I would visit many countries.
My ancestors came mainly from Italy, France, England
and Denmark. My mom's great-grandfather was a
stowaway on a ship from Italy to America; he was
very young at the time." Cortni sent in the South
African pie recipe above to share with readers.

Many people who don't enjoy cooking, do enjoy
a variety of nutritious but simple foods such as
this buffet breakfast in a cafe in London, England.
Fresh fruit (with cream topping, if you desire),
hearty cereals (miiesli, granolas), with cultured
milk, and wholesome breads with an assortment of
cheeses will please your palate. Photo: Hanna Still.

My friend, Lisa, is a figure skater. She practices for hours every day. I really envy
that she has something that's so important to her. I don't have anything that's really
important like that to me. Sometimes I wonder what's wrong with me? -F.S.
Dear F. S.: There is nothing wrong with you. What is "wrong" is to evaluate
one's life, not on its own merit, but by comparing it to someone else's life.
Your unique life path may consist of exploring many different activities.
Fortunately, you don't have to wait until a commitment knocks you over and
pushes you into a particular direction. You are in charge. The list of potential
challenges, from which you can choose, is endless: from learning a language
and preparing to be an exchange student to rock climbing; from jewelry making to listening carefully to other people's thoughts and feelings. Each of the
disciplines you pick will sharpen your skills and develop your insights.
1 hear a pain in your question that you long to experience fulfillment similar to that
which you believe your friend experiences. 1 am convinced that such fulfillment will blossom
in you, gradually, if you engage any activity in the spirit depicted in the following fable:
~
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Once upon a time, an old man, ...

~, .

respected by all, lived alone at the edge of a village. Frequently
people came to ask his counsel. Folks around began to fear he'd
_ _~§W~~r;;io'"
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....
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for books with secret formulas; others looked for magic devices. All to no avail!
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One day a boy named Toru, came and lingered with the old man all day.
He wandered about the place, excited about everything that all the
other visitors had missed.
Periodically, he came running to the old man for information: "How come your chickens don't flyaway?"
"Why is your well much deeper than ours?"
"Why don't people eat grass? They could cook it with potatoes, like cabbage.
Then no one would have to go hungry."
"I could come by and eat with you sometime," Toru
suggested. "Or, do you prefer to eat by yourself?"

A few years later the old man did die. He left a will which read:
I leave this place to my friend, Toru, who found the key to wisdom that
you were all searching for-to see the world with curious eyes and an
open heart.
Questions? Comments? Write toDear Hanna
c/o Skipping Stones
Post Office Box 3939
Eugene, Oregon 97403 USA

In Peace,

Illustrations by Elizabeth Corbett, Syracuse, New York
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.Exploring Europe
Some years ago, I travelled in Europe
with a Eurail Pass. .y ou have to experience the European railways to believe
their incredible efficiency, convenience,
speed and frequency. While waiting for
an InterCity Train in Hamburg, Germany,
I was surprised to hear an apology on
the P.A. system; t~ey were sorry that
the. train would arrive two minutes late!
In Sweden, Norway, Denmark,
Germany and Holland, I bicycled some
3,000 Kms. on an antique, single-speed
bicycle that I bought second-hand in
Uppsala, Sweden. As I criss-crossed this
part of Northern Europe, I appreciated
the pedestrian zones in almost every
city centre and the bicycle paths along
the rivers and many highways. People
definitely were respectful and friendly
to bicyclists. Youth hostels provided a
wonderful international atmosphere to
travellers on a limited budget. Most
young people I met in Europe were
bilingual or trilingual!
In Europe, the old and the new dwell
side-by-side. Many cities have well-used
historical districts. And, countless families in rural areas continue to live in their
ancestral homes for several generations!
Let's go on a mini-tour of Europe!
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A Eurocentric Quiz (For answers, see page 34)
1. Name the most multiracial European city:
Paris, MUnchen, Frankfurt, Amsterdam, London
2. Name the northernmost capital city in Europe:
Moscow, Oslo, Hamburg, Stockholm, Helsinki
3. A country that's not a full member of the UN:
Sweden, Poland, Switzerland, Denmark, Iceland
4. A predominantly French-speaking country:
Austria, Belgium, Switzerland, Holland, Latvia
5. Countries where bicycles are commonly used:
Denmark, Holland, Italy, Germany, England
6. Two countries that stayed out of WW 11Finland, Sweden, France, Serbia, Russia, Switzerland
7. Currency not in present use in Europe:
Lira, Euro, Ruble, Pound, Crown, Mark, Francs
8. Which country is Chernobyl located in?
Ukraine, Belarus, Russia, Poland, Czech Republic

9. Country with four major European languages:
Switzerland, Sweden, Germany, France, U.K
10. Crops produced commercially in Europe:
Sugarcane, cotton, coffee, oranges, grapes, kiwis
11. Where is Auschwitz located?
Poland, Germany, Austria, Russia, Israel, France
12. A country where Dutch is spokenDenmark, Switzerland, Netherlands, Deutschland
13. Countries not on the European continent:
England, Finland, Spain, Iceland, Poland, Ireland
14. Countries through which the Rhine flows:
Germany, Liechtenstein, Austria, Switzerland,
France, Holland
15. Which are considered European ecological
concerns?: chemical pollution, deforestation, acid
rain, global warming, nuclear radiation, biodiversity

• Identify all the countries and the cities, in the Eurocentric Quiz, on the map of Europe above.
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Just Like Home
The taxi honked.
and Opa, lived there too. Bruno was Mark's age.
"Hurry, Mark!" called Mom.
Blonde, too. They looked like brothers.
''Time to go! " said Dad.
They became best friends even though at first
"Just a minute!" shouted Mark. He ran to
Mark couldn't speak German and Bruno couldn't
the patio door and waved. "Good-bye, tree
speak English. They did a lot of aggravated yelling
house! Goodbye, mountains!" His tree house
at each other. Once they shoved each other into
the grass, then began laughing so hard that Mark
was in the apple tree in the backyard. The
shouted, "Bitte!"
distant blue mountains were the Rockies.
Bruno panted, "Please!" He was tired of
Grandma and Grandpa had come to say
scuffling too. They looked at each other in .
goodbye. They each gave Mark a bear hug.
surprise. Their English and German were mixing
Grandma put a sack in Mark's hands. "Sugar
together like milk and cereal.
cookies," she said. "For your long trip."
The Schmidts had a Kuh. It lived in a room off
Mark, Dad and Mom were on their way to
the kitchen. Mark's Mom bought milk from the
Munich, Germany. Dad was going to study at
Schmidts. Sometimes the Milch was still warm
the University.
It took a long time to fly across the Atlantic
when Mark drank it.
Ocean. Finally, arriving at Munich, they ate
The Schmidts had more Kahe summering in
lunch at the busy Bahnhof, the train station.
the mountains. When summer ended, the Schmidt
They selected what they could read on the
men left to fetch their Kahe.
menu: Suppe.
" Vorsicht-eine
A taxi drove
Uberraschang
them to their new
kommt!" said Herr
house. "Look!"
Schmidt, grinning.
shouted Mark.
"Watch-a surprise
"an apple tree."
comes." Mark and
"We'll build
Bruno watched and
another treehouse,"
waited in the village
promised Dad.
street. Bruno knew
"And mounwhat the surprise
tains!" said Mark,
was, but he wasn't
pointing toward
telling.
the distant Alps.
Suddenly, there
"Just like home."
it was. A parade of
In the distance
Kahe. Every Kah
Autos hummed
wore ribbons and
down the Autoflowers and tiny
bahn. "Like home,"
Photo: Annette Lebach, Bonn, Germany
bells about its face.
giggled Mark.
The cows were celebrating their return home.
All summer neighborly Herr Schmidt cut
Sunday morning church bells rang in the
Mark's family's grass. He used a big scythe.
nearby church steeple. "Glocken," said Dad.
"Glocken," repeated Mark, eager to learn
Mark called him Mr. Lawnmower.
German.
Winter came. Snow fell, beautiful German
One day a fierce hot wind blew down the
Schnee. Then came Christmas. It was almost like
mountains. A television newscaster even, talked
home, exchanging presents, trimming the tree,
about it, the Fohn, the kind of wind that makes
singing carols, eating sweets. Everyone shouted
everybody cross, like the wind back home.
greetings: "Frohliche Weinachten! Ein
Mark went with his Mom to get enrolled
gLUckliches Neujahr!"
During the holidays Mark got a sore throat.
at the Schule. His teacher, Fraulein Hoffman,
smiled at him, but everyone else stared at him as
Bruno's mother brewed hot tea made of dried
if he were a dinosaur, all because he couldn't
sage leaves. "Tee un die Schmerzen su heilen."
''Tea to cure the pain."
speak German. Just wait, he'd show them.
Mark sipped the tea. He grinned. "It works!"
Bruno Schmidt lived next door with his
"fa!" nodded Frau Schmidt.
parents. Grandma and Grandpa Schmidt, Oma
Vol. 8 no. 3
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Dad bought Mark a pair of Lederhosen, short
leather pants. Mark read the label and laughed.
"Size 98! They're for a giant!" Back home he
wore size 10.
Spring came. The Schmidts turned their Kuhe
out of the stuffy bam into. the sunshine. The
Kuhe butted each other and danced wildly.
They were so happy. The Schmidt men carried
big sticks to warn them that if they acted too
silly they might break a leg.
One summer morning Mom said, ''Time to
pack and go home."
"But I am home!"said Mark, suddenly sad.
They emptied everything from the Schrank,
the big closet that stood in the hall. The date,
1759, was carved on the trim. "Older than the
United States!" Mom had said many times.
They packed souvenirs, a big Steppedecke
and a little Steppedecke (down-filled comforter),

dried flowers and several German story books.
They said good-bye to the Schmidts. Everyone
cried a little and hugged a lot.
Oma gave Mark a sackful of sugar cookies.
"Fur Deine lange Reise," she said. "For your
long trip."
"Danke, Oma," said Mark. "Auf Wiedersehen,
Opa. Auf Wiedersehen, Bruno!"
Bruno had such a big lump in his throat he
couldn't speak. He hugged Mark fiercely.
The taxi honked. Mark waved good-bye to his
tree house and the mountains. "Auf Wiedersehen,
baumhaus. Auf Wiedersehen, Berge!" Suddenly
he remembered he had done all this before, a year
ago. Now he was going back to America where
it had started.
Holding hands, Mark, Mom and Dad, took a
last look together. "Auf Wiedersehen!"
- Ruth Allison Coates, Indianapolis, Indiana

Bad Homburg, Germany
Bad Homburg is the name of
my hometown in Germany; and
no, it does not mean "bad!" The
exact translation is "Bath HomCastle." Long before the actual
city existed, there was only a
castle on a hill called,
"Homburg." No fighting ever
happened there. It was just a
vacation spot for the noble
families. More and more people
started settling around the castle,
until a real city grew.
Many historical marks can
still be found, such as the renovated castle, old houses and
bridges. Actual witch trials were
held around the "witch-tower,"
where the red-haired women
would be kept. But that was long
ago. Now, just the bricks remain.
Parks, fountains and bathhouses were set up
in Bad Homburg for the "cure guests." These
people would come (and still come) to my city to
be cured. Salty water comes out of the drinking
fountains right from the ground. Special amounts
of these healing waters will make sick people
healthy. Of course, other parts playa role in this
healing process as well. Walks through the parks
are relaxing to the stressed, big-city people, and
the different baths help even more. In one bath
you lie in mud for about an hour!
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But our city does not only
~ consist of the ever-changing
. guests. There are about
60,000 registered inhabitants.
Many of them live in houses
together with other families,
just as I do. Two other families
live together with us. But we
each have our own separate
apartment, one floor per family. And apartments are not
small! We have a bedroom,
two offices for my parents, a
TV room, a living room, a
kitchen and two bathrooms.
We share our yard with the
other two families. It is big,
. although we almost live right
downtown. My mom has a
flower garden, and we have
several fruit trees and bushes.
One of the fruits that we grow are red-currants,
small red berries that look like miniature red
grapes. My friends don't like them very much,
because they are sour. But with honey and
yoghurt they are one of my favorite dishes.
On nice summer weekends you will see many
families working in their gardens a little outside
of the city. On a few square feet they can grow
whatever they want.
Since our school only goes 'til about 2:00 pm,
we have a lot of time to spend our afternoons

with friends. We are all
involved in some kind of
sports activity. At preschool age many of us
went to gymnastics, not
professionally, but just
to play with our friends.
After some time though,
we split up into track,
tennis, basketball, fencing

or others sports. The older we got
the more we had to do for school,
but friends are still the priority in
the afternoon.
-Anna Hesse, 16
Bad Homburg,
GERMANY. In
1994-95, Anna
was an exchange
student in Eugene,
Oregon, USA.
'%.

Store ich?
Ein Bahnhof-ein WartesaaI.
Das einsame Tieken der Uhr.
Unbereit hasten die Zeiger vorwarts.
Niemand spricht ein Wort.
Gespenstische Stille herrschl.
Ein alterer Herr tritt ein,
setzt sich auf einen leeren StuhI.
Der Raum ist kahl.
"Stort es Sie wenn ich rauche?"
Allgemeines Zusammenzucken.
der erste gesprochene Satz.
Dann eiliges Kopfschtitteln.
Niemand ist dagegen.
Gentisslich stopft der Mann seine Pfeife,
lehnt sich behaglich zurtick,
ist zufrieden.
Sein Gesicht lachelt,
seine Augen blinzeln spitzbtibisch.
Ein schelrnisches Grinsen.
"Wohin fahren Sie?"
Die Angesprochene sieht fragend urn sich.
"Klagenfurt," die knappe Antwort.
Wieder gespannte Ruhe.
Der Zug Richtung KIagenfurt fahrt ein.
Erlost erheben sich die Wartenden,
drageln sur Ttir.
Kein Wort fait, jeder geht seines Weges.
"Auf Wiedersehen, meine Herrschaften.
Es hat mich sehr gefreut, Sie kennenzulemen.
Und vieIen Dank flir die nette Unterhaltung!"
Fragende Gesichter, niemand bemerkt die Ironie.
Zogem, Unsicherheil.
Ein scheues "Auf Wiedersehen,"
hastig entfemt sich die Stimme.
Der Zug fahrt an, verlasst den Bahnhof.
Zurtick bleibt die Stille, die Einsamkeil.
Und jener altere Herr,
der irnmer noch auf seinern Stuhl sitzt,
zufrieden lachelt
an seiner Pfeife ziehl.

*

Do I disturb?
A train station-a waiting room.
The solitary ticking of the clock.
The hands rush forward steadily.
Nobody speaks a word.
Uneasy silence.
An older man enters,
Sits down on an empty chair.
The room is bare.
"Does it bother you if I smoke?"
Everyone twitches.
The first spoken sentence.
Then rapid head nodding.
Nobody is against it.
The man enjoys filling his pipe,
leans back comfortably,
is at ease.
His face smiles,
there is a twinkle in his eyes.
A mischievous grin.
"Where are you travelling to?"
The one spoken to looks around.
"Klagenfurt, "is her precise answer.
Again, quivering silence.
The train to Klagenfurt rolls in.
Relieved, the waiting people get up,
and crowd to the door.
Not a word is spoken, everyone follows their way.
"Good-bye, everyone.
I was pleased to· meet you all.
And thank you for the good conversation!"
Faces questioning, nobody notices the irony.
Hesitation, uncertainty.
A shy "Good-bye,"
the voice moves away quickly.
The train starts, leaves the station.
Behind stays the silence, the loneliness.
And the older man,
still sitting in his chair,
smiling contentedly
smoking his pipe.

- Laura Haenni, 17, an exchange studentfrom Switzerland. Translated by Lisa Lukes, German-American, Oregon
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Bretagne

Brittany

J'habite en Bretagne, cette region qui pointe
son museau hors de la France pour plonger dans
I'Ocean Atlantique. Par ici, on trouve de
nombreux petits villages avec des maisons en
pierre et des toits en ardoises (ils etaient en
chaume autrefois). Ces demeures sont tres jolies,
surtout en ete lorsque les habitants suspendent
des fleurs aleurs fenetres et les entourent de
parterres colores. Meme les eglises au centre
des villages, possedent leurs hortensias, leurs
geraniums, et leurs primeveres.
C'est en ete, chaque semaine, que Ie marche a
lieu sur la place des villages et aussi des villes. II
existe egalement en hiver, mais il est moins anime!
Tous les marchands et artisans du coin s'y
rassemblent dans une joyeuse ambiance pour
vendre leurs marchandises et leurs recoltes aux
habitants ou aux touristes, venus nombreux
remplir leurs sacs et leurs paniers de toutes sortes
de produits. C'est parfois difficile de resister ala
vue d'une grosse salade verte fraichement sortie
du jardin, ou a une douzaine de galettes encore
chaudes!
En Bretagne, beaucoup de gens participent
aux Fez Noz. Au cours de ces fetes typiquement
bretonnes, les danseuses et leurs cavaliers font des
danses d'ici, en costumes traditionnels. On y joue
la musique celtique.
La voila la Bretagne, bleue comme la mer, verte
comme la campagne, jaune comme les ajoncs!

I live in Brittany, the region that points its
nose from the western tip of France and dives
into the Atlantic Ocean. Around here you will
find many small villages with stone houses and
slate roofs (they used to be thatched). These
houses are beautiful, especially in the summer,
when people hang flowers at their windows and
have colorful gardens all around them. Even
churches in the heart of the village are adorned
with hydrangeas, geraniums and primroses.
During the summertime, the markets take
place every week on the village squares and in
the cities. They also take place in the winter,
but it is less lively! All the merchants and craftspeople meet together in a happy atmosphere
to sell their goods and produce to the local
townspeople as well as to the tourists, who
come to fill their bags and baskets with all sorts
of good things. Sometimes it's hard to resist a
big leafy lettuce that just came out of the
garden or a dozen buckwheat pancakes, still
nice and warm.
In Brittany, many people take part in the Fez
Noz. During this typically Breton event, men
and women, dressed in traditional costumes,
dance typical dances from the region all night
long. The music played is Celtic.
So this is Brittany, blue like the sea, green
like the meadows and yellow like the
wildflowers!
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-Art and article by Florie Carrie, 15, Bretagne, France.
Translation by Marie Le Glatin-Keis, Corvallis, Oregon.
The photo shows Florie and her sister Salome, 10, at their
home in Brittany. The baskets in the picture were made by
their mother, Marcelle, who sells her creations in the market.
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You are a Human Sponge
Mom and I took a promenade to the pare.
Typical day, right? Not quite. We live in France
now, and up until two months ago, I had lived my
whole life in the United States. Here they speak
French and do things a wee bit different than I am
used to. It has not been easy, but I am starting to
get the hang of it.
At the pare today I met afille. "Bonjour," she
said, "Ie m'appelle Magali. Et toi?" I saidbonjour
and told her my name. Magali asked me, "Es-ee que
tu veux jouer avec moi?" I answered oui.
We created this enorme sandcastle-tres coolwhen this kid comes out of nowhere and starts
jumping up and down on it!
I stood up and yelled, "Hey, knock it off!" Le
garron forgot he was in the midle of a jump and fell
right down on his derriere! He just stared at me
and asked, "Qu'est-ee que ra veut dire?" Then I
remembered that I had forgotten to speak in French,
so I yelled again "Arrete! Tu es meehant!" The
boy's mom came over and made him apologize-at
least I guess that's what she told him - because he
kind of looked at us and mumbled, "Ie suis desole. "
"Yeah, right," I thought. Magali and I looked at
our smashed masterpiece and I wisely stated,
"e' est la vie. "
My Mom ran over and asked, "Qu'es-ee qui ee
passe?" Before I could get one word out Magali
explained, "Le garron, if est pas gentil!" I thought
that pretty well covered it, so I looked up at Mom
and said, "J' ai faim."
Mom said, "Well, it is time for gouter. I just
went across the street to the boulangerie and
bought some pains au ehoeolat. Would your
friend like to join you?"
(The gouter is a big tradition here. Every day
around four o'clock kids in France eat their gouter.
It's usually something sweet, or chocolate, or both!)
Magil said, "S'if te plaft, DU!!" when I asked
her about the gouter. Alors, we ate. Then we went
back to build an even more fantastique sandcastle.
Enfin, Mom called me to go a La maison. I told
Magali, "Au revoir" and asked, "a demain?" She
said, "Bien sur-A bientot!"
As we walked home, I started to think about
all the words I had heard at the pare that I did not
understand. I looked up at Mom and said, "When
do you suppose I'll really speak French?" She
looked at me and said, "Don't worry, Babe, you
soak up French like water; you are a virtual
human sponge!" We both laughed. Merei, Mom.
-Story and art by Colleen L. Van Every, Nice, France

If any of the French words stumped you, here
is how they are pronounced and what they meanpromenade (prah-men-odd)= walk
pare (pahrk) = park fille (fee)= girl bonjour
(bohn-zhoor) = hello Je m'appelle... (zhuh
ma-pehl) = My name is... Et toil (ay twa) = And
you? Es-ee que tu veux jouer avec moil (esska tew yuh zhoo-ay avek mwa) = Do you want to
play with me oui (wee) = yes enorme (ay-norm)
= enormous tres (tray)= very Ie garfon (luh garsohn) = the boy derriere (dare-yare) = bottom
Qu'est-ee que fa veut dire? (kess-ka sah yuh
dear) = What does that mean? Arrete! (ah-rhett) =
Knock it off! Tu es meehant! (tew ay may-shanh)
= You are mean! Je suis desoli (zhuh swee dezo-lay) = I'm sorry C'est la vie. (Say lah vee) =
That's life. Qu'es-ee qui ee passe? (kess-keys
pass) = What's going on? if est pas gentil (eel ay
pah zhan-tee) = he is not nice. J'ai faim. (zhay
fanh) = I'm hungry. gouter (goo-tay) = afternoon
snack boulangerie (boo-Iahnzher-ree) = bakery
pains au ehoeolat (pan oh shok-o-Iah) =
chocolate filled breads S'il te plait (seal tew play)
= please, if you'd please Alors (aI-oar) = then, so
fantastique (fan-tass-teak) = fantastic Enfin
(ohn-fan) = at last, finally a la maison (ah lah
may-zonh) = to the house A u revoir (oh revwa)
= good-bye a demain (ah duh-man) = see you
tomorrow Bien sur (byan suhr) = Of course
A bientot! (ah byan-toe) = See you soon!
Merci (Mare-see) = Thanks
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Nelly's Story
Nelly's story starts in Paris, France, in 1940. It
is a story that I want you to know.
Nelly is my friend. She is much older than I am
and tells me about her yoiJng childhood during
the Nazi occupation of France. She makes me tea
at her house, while I ask a thousand questions,
trying to imagine how it would have felt to be her.
Nelly was born in 1940, in Paris. She and her
parents lived happily until the Nazis invaded
France. Then everything changed.
Because Nelly's family was Jewish, life became
very hard. Nelly's family had to register with the
government. Her family, like all other Jewish
families, was told to go to the local railroad station
for resettlement. Instead, they were really being
deported to concentration camps. Nelly's mother
and father went to the railroad station, like they
were told to do, but left Nelly at a friend's house.
When the Nazis were checking off their names
and the names of other Jewish families at the
railroad station, they asked Nelly's mother and
father, "Where is Nelly?" Her mother answered,
"At home." She was then told to go get her.
When Nelly's mother went to get her, she
told Nelly, "We must escape. The underground
will help us." Somehow her mother had made
connections with the French underground. That
night they started, with some clothes, a teddy
bear and an umbrella for Nelly to sleep under.
For about two months they traveled by night
and hid by day in safe houses. At some places,
Nelly's mom cried, worrying about Nelly's dad.
When they finally got to the border of Switzer-

land and France, Switzerland was allowing
parents with children under the age of six to
cross over. Lucky for Nelly, she was age three.
Nelly and her Mother crossed the border
safely. In Switzerland, Nelly was happy, except
for missing her father. She enjoyed school, and did
not have a problem with the language. In Switzerland, Nelly lived near a hill with lots of snow.
Nelly says her greatest joy was sledding down
that hill and playing a drum that a friend had.
Mter the war ended in 1945, Nelly and her
mother, Rose, returned to France. She was happy
to go home but still had much sadness from the
war. She was frightened when people came to the
house and often hid under the familiar umbrella
that she used on her escape to Switzerland.
Nelly also hated the way some kids made fun
of her Yiddish (the language some Jews speak) so
she learned French fast. Being Jewish still felt like
a problem, but she does not remember ever trying
to hide the fact that she was Jewish.
Nelly's father died in Auschwitz concentration
camp. Nelly's mother applied to come to the U.S.
with her in 1948, but they were not able to get
the needed papers until 1958.
Nelly now lives in Ithaca, New York and
teaches at Cornell University. I am glad that her
mother was such a brave woman and did not
bring Nelly back to the railroad station like the
Nazis told her to. I am so glad that they both
escaped and only wish every child could have
been as lucky as she.
- Sarah Eisenstein Stumbar, 9, Trumansburg, New York

Ifyou want to read about children's
lives during World W ar II, a few great
books to look at are:
From Ashes to Life by L. Eichengreen
Number the Stars by Lois Lowry
The Hidden Children by H. Greenfield
Anne Frank: Beyond the Diary by
Ruud van der Rol and Rian Verhoeven
The Cage and To Life by Ruth
Minsky Sender
Upon the Head of the Goat and G.race
in the Wilderness by Aranka Siegel
Behind the Secret Window by Nelly
S. Toll [Not the Nelly of this storyI

Photo: Nelly and her mother, Rose
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Nisse: The Magical Elf
What is Nisse? Nisse is the name for magical
elves-so tiny, you could lose sight of them in a
blink- that is, if you could see them!
Countries of Scandinavia are rich in folklore,
traditions, customs and heritage. Nisse of
Denmark are hard to find! They travt?l to visit the
Nisse in Norway or the Swedish Tomte Gubben
(greybeard) or Tomtar. They enjoy the natural
warmth and hospitality of other magical elves and
are also friendly with the Finnish foulupukki and
the folasvenn of Iceland. Nisse may be called
fule Nisse, fulemanden or many other endearing
names.
Supposedly not seen by humans, which is
debatable, Nisse are friendly with cats and horses.
In the past, Nisse often headquartered in hay lofts,
com cribs, granaries, under flower pots, toy boxes,
and even in an old seaman's weathered chest!
Active all year long, each Nisse have their own
jobs. Nisse can work ever so quietly and patiently
to pamper and groom a favorite horse, using a tiny
currycomb. Nisse can braid the long heavy hair,
growing on the neck of the horse, into the neatest
braid one could find! A Nisse might even brush
tangles from the hair of a little girl while sleeping!
Illusive, mysterious, unpredictable, but lovable
and kind, Nisse bring good luck to the homes they
visit. Most authorities agree that Nisse are goodnatured, somewhat impish looking and huggable.
They enjoy playing harmless pranks on each
other! They have smiling, twinkling blue or
brown eyes and healthy, rosy cheeks.

There are varying opinions regarding the size
of these magical elves. One source stated Nisse
are less than two feet tall; another thought about
fifteen centimeters-less than six inches! So tiny,
according to some experts, Nisse would slip right
through the cracks and knotholes in floorboards!
Most Nisse are known to wear a bright red knit
stocking hat with a long tassel. Some Nisse would
wear green or blue belted trousers, similiar to an
elf's jumper. "Elfin" looking shoes, or wooden
clogs, were seen with red socks. Knee length
knickers or short trousers are often brown or
black, but one Nisse was seen wearing a bright
yellow pant with a gray tunic. Nisse have to
dress comfortably as they island-hop or visit
Scandinavia's biggest city and Denmark's capital,
Copenhagen.
Climbing the highest point in Denmark, the
Yding Skovshf/lj, at 567 feet, would require good
snacks or trail foods. If you could peek into a
Nisse's knapsack, maybe you'd find Krammrhus
(Danish scones), Viner Brf/ld (Danish pastry), some
Danish cheese, or the EbleskiverlAebleskiverthe delicious Danish national pastry. Rice porridge would no doubt be available along the way,
as no Nisse would be without this favorite food!
Have you ever seen something rather unusual
- wondered about some sequence of events or
some strange magical powers-something that
you just can't put a finger on? A Nisse may have
just visited your area-like a flash of lightningthrough the forest and over the lakes.

Tilda's Nisse To Color
Dette er en Nisse tegnet av
min mor, Tilda Akersmyr, da
hun var en ung froken i
Lyngdal, Norge. Hun og min
far, Reinert Tofteland, fra
Kvass, for til Amerika i 1925.
Mor delte erfaringer med en
liten jente som het Tilda for aa
faa seg en b0rste, penseI. Hun
fandt noen tagel fra kurompe, la
disse pa en fyrstikke og surret
dem fast med en sytraad. Der
hadde hun penselen. Men f0r
hun kunne kj0pe maling-den
matte hun lage selv. Gr0nfargen ble latet av gr¢nt, saftig
gress, og paa hennes oppfinnsome maate brakte tilveie
andre farger. leg vet hun ville vaert storforn0ydd hvis
hun hadde hatt anledningtil aa benytte de fargene som
vi naa har i tegnekritt.

-

-Lily Tofteland Hartmann

This is a Nisse done
by my mom, Tilda
Akersmyr, when she was
a young lady in Lyngdal,
Norway. She and my dad,
Teinert Tofteland, moved
to America in 1925.
My mom, Tilda,
shared with me experiences ofwhat she did as a
little girl to get a paint
brush. She got some hair
from a cow's tail, put it
"....
on a match and wrapped
it with thread. Before paints were available to her, she
made the color green from juicy grass, and in her imaginative way, created other colors. I know she would
have enjoyed all the colors ofcrayons and paints today.
-Lily Tofteland Hartmann, Boulder, Colorado
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The Midsummer Night Festival
in Lapland, Finland
Midsummer's Night is in late June, when the sun
won't go down at all in the land of the reindeer. Lapland·
is the northern part of Finland where, in the summer, day
and night don't exist. The air is full of magic and
mosquitoes; and the sun shines 'round the clock. In a
good summer, the wet terrain of the north will look like
an orange carpet of delicious berries called Lakka, a
great source of income to Lapps. Midsummer is the
exact opposite of Kaamos, the time of darkness in
winter, when the sun never appears in the northern sky.
At the Midsummer Night Festival people are dressed
in traditional costume and the blue and white Finnish flag
is swinging in the wind. In late evening, people are gathered around the bonfire-dancing, singing, having fun.

Balladi
Kyllikki
wears a
traditional
Finnish
costume in
front of the
Midsummer
Night
bonfire
where
people
gather to
celebrate.

Aamuyossa aistein avoimin
Elamaani silmiin katselin
Vanhan eilisen uuden tulevaisuuden
Sen kaiken nain ja paljon oivalsin
Kertosae: sua odotan siis nakemiin
Sinut katken uniin kauniisiin
Sinua siis odottamaan jaan
Sinusta tarkoituksen hankin elamaan
Aamuyossa aistein Riisutuin
Huomispaivaan uupumatta uin
Katsoin aurinkoon
Elamassa Kiinni oon
Sen tajusin ja
Riemuun hullaannuin

These Finnish women are
getting ready to raise the Finnish
flag at Kansainviilinen Alman
Baari (International Alma's Bar),
a meeting place in the wilderness
village of Pokka.
The population of Pokka is
approximately 30 people. Pokka
is one of the last wilderness
villages left unspoiled by the rush
of the modem world.
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Under the midnight sun the magical
spells are powetful. This night you can see
into the future. If you pick seven different
flowers, tie them together in a bunch and
put it under your pillow, you will see your
future spouse in your dreams.
Midsummer Night fun - face painting
and boat trips down the river with song
and laughter! The Balladi or Finnish
Ballad is one of the songs you might hear
during the festivities.

A Finnish Ballad
Early in the morning all my senses awake
I am staring into the eyes of my life.
The past is gone, the future draws near.
I see all this and suddenly understand.
Chorus: I'll wait for you, so goodbye.
I'll hide you in my golden dreams.
I'll stay and wait for you,
For you brought true meaning to my life.
Early in the morning all my senses awake.
I am swimming towards the future
without fear and exhaustion.
I am looking towards the sun
I am living, strongly living.
All this I understand and am overwhelmed with joy.

Even reindeer are present at the
Midsummer Night Festival. They roam
freely throughout the forests of Lapland.
Raising reindeer is the main livelihood
of the villagers in Pokka. The Lapps are
famous for their humor, outlandish
exaggerations and fantastic storytelling.
It is said that that reindeer are the
"nobles" of Lapland, as they symbolize
the wealth and preservation of a
traditional way of life.
- Photos by Rachel Johnson, Eugene, Oregon.
Text by Maya Linna, Helsinki, Finland.
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Folk Dancing: Greek Style!
Christina
Tsardoulias (photo
left) is a 20-yearold explosion of
energy. She is a
three-year veteran
ofOregon Ethnic
Dance Theater and
currently attends
the University of
Oregon in pursuit
of a RA.in Dance.
Christina has been
dancing for over
fifteen years, seven
of them with the
San Francisco
Ballet Company.
She has been
actively involved in the preservation ofGreek folk
dancing. I sought the opportunity to find out what fuels
the fire ofthis multi-talented woman whose passion has
enabled so many others to experience the unique joy of
folk dancing. Here are excerptsfrom our interview:
Kim: Christina, where were you born?
Christina: I was born in San Francisco, California,
and my parents were both born in Greece, so Greek was
actually the first language I learned. I think I learned the
basic Greek dance before I could walk.
Kim: I can believe it! I've seen you dance, but
what do you mean by basic Greek dance?
Christina: The basic dance in Greece is syrtos, but
each area of Greece has its own way of doing it. Greece
is about the size of the state of New York, but there are
many different regions. A big portion of Greece is made
up of islands. There are at least a couple hundred islands
(Not all of them are inhabited). If you go to the mainland
of Greece, to a wedding, they'll do a different syrtos than
if you go to a wedding on one of the islands. They'll also
do certain dances unique to the particular region.
Kim: You said that Greece is about the size ofthe
state of New York, so why do people who live relatively
close together have such different dances?
Christina: Different areas of Greece have different
folk dances because of the varying experiences of the
people in relation to the land, climate and social values.
Folk dancing refers to "folk;" the traditional people of the
area and what they do. The words that sometimes accompany the dancing and the movements reflect their daily
lifestyle. There's a certain Greek folk dance that characteristically has a lot of shaking of the upper body and a
vigorous shaking of the hands. That's because the people
of that region were extremely good fishermen-the
movements are the shaking of the net. There are other
dances where you see a scooping of the feet which
describes the farming that the people of that region did.
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Kim: Fascinating, it's like storytelling! Why is dance
.
such an important part ofyour culture?
Christina: It's a part of the heritage. I can't describe
any festivity, any event, without describing the dances
that go with it. It's a big social aspect of the culture. It
was also an acceptable way for young men and women
to ~eet each other. When a village was celebrating a
hohday, everyone from surrounding towns joined in the
festivities, which gave young people a chance to meet.
Traditionally, each village had a chorostasi, which
is a dirt dance court, where people would go to dance.
Usually every week after Sunday services, people wore
their costumes and would dance. Today these areas are
more like town squares with an area clearly marked off
for dancing.
Kim: Are Greek children expected to dance today?
Christina: I think this is true more in the United
States because people feel the need to preserve the
culture. Especially in the Western states, The Annual
Greek Youth Folk Dance Festival (photo below) brings
3000 Greek-American youth, ages 5 to 30, together.
Kim: So, would you say preservation of the Greek
culture is the reason you put together your own group?
Christina: Yes, that's part of the reason. This is
the first year I've had an official group with a namethe Knossos Dancers. Knossos is in Crete where youth
would cOI?e ~d.do ritualistic dances to celebrate Spring.
The labynnth IS III Crete. You can see this influence in the
dances; there's a lot of weaving in and out of the maze.
I find it fascinating that there's so much history that
we really take for granted. People really aren't aware of
their cultural background. I think that preserving tradition
is very important, especially for the generations to come.
If I have children, I want to pass on the traditions of my
culture so they know more about their heritage.
. Even reflecting on the daily life of the culture today is
Important. I want to produce more of an awareness, not
only of Greek culture, but of cultures in general. I want
people to experience the joy of dancing. There's a special
energy particularly in community dancing.
Kim: It is a gift to feel that sense ofcommunity.
Thank you, Christina, for sharing your culture with us.
- Kim Colosimo, Portland, Oregon, is a journalism
major at Univ. of Oregon and a Skipping Stones intern.

Bologoye: My Native Town
The acquaintance with our town begins from
the very old time, the 3rd millennium.A.C. The
excavations of some places around the Lake
Bologoye allow us to say that the first inhabitants
on our lake were people of the stone age. The
climate was warmer then. That's why many bones
of different rare animals, fish and birds were found
in the time of excavations. Also, many devices for
fishing, stone axes, spears and scrapers were found
there. But more surprising is that pieces of paints
were discovered in this stratum. They probably
were used mostly for the painting of ceramic
handmade goods.
In the middle of the 19th century, the village of
Bologoye, almost unknown before, appeared on
the map of the Russian Empire. From 1843 to 1851,
on demand of the Tsar Nikolai, the first railway
from St. Petersburg to Moscow was built in Russia.
Early in the spring of 1843 groups of people began
to arrive for the construction. The building of the
railway required about 35,000 men. Their work
was very hard. In spite of terrible conditions, on
November 1, 1851, the first national train moved.
By the beginning of the 20th century and right
up to the Revolution of 1917, the lands in Bologoye were property of the Prince Putyatin and his
son. The prince sold or rented his own lands to
small builders. The lands around the station were
bought by rich merchants and timber industrialists.
Many houses, stores, inns and small enterprises
were built here. Also, there was a sawmill, brick
works and three factories of musical intruments.
At the end of the 19th century, Bologoye was
well-known for its musical instruments, which took
many prizes in international exhibitions. The natural beauty of Bologoye attracted the attention of
some of the best-known people of Russia. They
came here for rest. Our railway station remembers
many famous names such as: L. Tolstoy, 1. Levitan,
A. P. Chekhov, V. Shishkov and many others.
On October 26, 1917, the news about the
October Revolution in St. Petersburg arrived in
Bologoye. These days were met with meetings
and mass demonstrations of workers and peasants.
During World War II, many soldiers passed
through Bologoye on their way to the front. In
March of 1943, in ten days time, the fascists
dropped 1811 bombs on our town. But our town
won; and the country won.
Now Bologoye is a small town between
Moscow and St. Petersburg, but it's a big railway

junction and the railway traffic is very intensive.
The town has two big plants that send their
products everywhere in our country and even
abroad. We also have some small factories.
There are 14 state farms around Bologoye as
well as an agricultural college. There are m~ny
beautiful rivers, lakes and wonderful woods in
the district of our town. We have a good railway
club, a House of Culture where many actors and
music or dance groups have their performances.
Also, there is a good cinema known as the Aurora. There are five secondary schools in our town,
and the population is about 35,000 people.
Lenin's Square is at the center of town.
Many celebrations take place here, and this year
my native town celebrates its SOOth anniversary!
I am really happy to share the history of my small
motherland.
-Olga Aldanova, 17, Bologoye, Russia. She
writes, "I want to study foreign languages andforeign
literature. "

This portrait illustrates Olga'sfirst steps in drawing.
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Latvian Cooking
Latvian cooking can be divided into country
cooking and city cooking. The country cooking
is simple but hearty fare, using little sharp and
hot spices and relying more on the natural
~avour. of t~e ingredients. Added flavourings
In Latvian dishes come from cream, dill weed,
caraway, onions, nuts, seeds and other homegrown things.
. If not in ~veryday life, th~ traditional country
dishes are stIll served at speCial events. Latvian
hard-working farmers use lots of dairy foods,
cooked cereals, bacon, meats, potatoes and the
ever-present dark rye bread with fresh butter
and cottage cheese.
City cooking is more influenced by the
cuisines of the neighbouring countries. In
restaurants, besides truly Latvian dishes, one
can also order Scandinavian, German, Russian
and other dishes.
Sour cream seems to be the most often used
substance in Latvian cooking. It is usually
mixed with fresh garden vegetable salads.
Latvians also use a lot of dill, with pickles,
salads, soups and seafood. To Latvians, the
aroma of fresh dill means summertime, childhood
memories and fragrant kitchens. In wintertime
dried dill weeds are used as substitutes.
Sauerkraut (literally, sour cabbage) is really
a star in the Latvian cuisine, as cabbages are
grown widely in Latvia. The technique of
making sauerkraut consists of adding salt to
shredded cabbage and then allowing it to
ferment. This is a very ancient method. Sauerkraut is an important source of Vitamin C in
winter when fresh greens are not available.
Latvian desserts are not very elaborate, nor
are they extremely sweet. Puddings, whips,
custards and fruit soups are prepared from fresh,
natural products. A well-known dish is kiselis.
Cold and refreshing, kiselis is a very popular
summertime dessert in Latvia. It can be prepared
from almost any fruit or berry. Aatbreads are
traditional coffee-time treats, baked from yeast
dough with fruit, cottage cheese or other
toppings.
Baking has always been the most important
and interesting way of preparing food in Latvia.
Bread is sacred, as the symbol of Eucharist, the
staff of Life. Children are taught from very early
on, that if a piece of bread falls on the floor, it is
to be picked up and kissed in apology.
Enjoy this recipe for Latvian potato salad!
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Latvian Potato Salad
5 cups diced, boiled potatoes
1 cup diced, hard-boiled eggs
1 cup diced dill pickles
1/2 cup diced celery
1/2 Tbsp. chopped parsley
1 Tbsp. chopped onion
Dressing - Mix the following:
1/2 cup salad dressing or mayonnaise
1/2 cup sour cream
1 tsp. mustard powder
salt and pepper to taste
Combine all ingredients and put the dressing
over all, mixing thoroughly. Keep in a cool place
for two hours before serving. (Variation: substitute 1/3 cup chopped pickled-herring for hardboiled eggs and add 1 tart apple in place of the
celery. For dressing, mix together, 1/3 cup of olive
oil, 1/3 cup of vinegar and salt and pepper.
-English Language Club, Rigas, LATVIA

*,
-Lina Kanapinskaite, 8th grader, LITHUANIA

Broken Threads: A Story ofFaith and Friendship
Daniel grudgingly opened the books in front of him.
He was missing out on baseball with his friends all
because Rabbi Meyer had chosen him to tutor Micha.
Micha twiddled his dark curls. "What does BT stand
for?" Micha asked. Micha had overheard Daniel talking
with his friends, and Daniel had referred to Micha as BT.
"Baal Tshuvah," Daniel answered, suddenly
embarrased. "That's Hebrew for someone who is coming
back to being Jewish, like they forgot about being
Jewish, and now they're coming back to it."
Micha's eyes traveled someplace far away, Moscow
maybe. Daniel wished he would hurry back so they could,
get this over with.
"Could BT also be someone that never knew what it
is like being Jewish?" Micha inquired.
"Yeah, sure. I guess so." Daniel pointed to a line in
the middle of the page. "We were here."
They began again. Daniel was surprised. Micha read
Hebrew very well. The Rabbi said that Micha had known
nothing about Judaism until a Jewish school opened in
Moscow. Now they were in America and Micha was
determined to catch up. But Daniel wondered why he had
to be the catcher-upper when everyone else had Sunday
afternoons to play ball.
Monday, at school, they learned to knot tzizis. Tzizis
are the small garments that observant Jewish men wear
under their shirts. Each comer has long threads or fringes
hanging down, carefully tied into seven special knots.
During lunch, Daniel asked about every play of
Sunday's game. He ignored Micha. He really didn't care
what Micha was doing with those nylon strings piled up
on his desk. It's just that he happened to be walking in
that direction, anyway.
"Whatcha doin'?" Daniel asked.
Micha looked confused.
"What - are - you - doing?" Daniel repeated slowly.
"Ahh. Making tzizis. My mother cut these out for me."
Micha pointed to the pile of folded cloth. "Now I tie
knots." Micha's knots were lopsided and loose.
"It's easier to just buy them," Daniel suggested.
"We can't afford yet," Micha explained. This made
Micha nervous. And nervous for Micha meant twiddling
his already curly hair.
Daniel shrugged and left him to his knot tying.
On Friday, Daniel tried to avoid Rabbi Meyer. It
didn't work. Another Sunday afternoon was going to go
down the drain tutoring Micha!
On Saturday, the Jewish Sabbath, Rabbi called
Micha's father up to read the Torah using his Hebrew
name. As he stepped up to the Torah, Daniel noticed tzizis
hanging down from beneath his shirt. The knots were
loose and lopsided.

After services, the Rabbi spoke to the congregation.
He explained that Micha's great-grandfather had been a
Rabbi in Russia. Since then, no one in their family had
been able to learn or practice Judaism. Only when
Micha sought to learn about his heritage had the family
decided to come to America to live as Jews.
Daniel joined Micha at the table of cookies. "You
know we could do a better job with these." He pointed
to Micha's hand knotted tzizis.
Micha laughed. "I did not do so good, did I?"
"I was thinking about that BT stuff," Daniel said as
he valiantly tried to tighten a few of the knots. "Maybe
BT should stand for broken threads."
"Broken threads can be tied again," Micha added.
"Yes, broken threads can be tied again... with a
little help. How about this? I'll study with you at lunch
time, and we'll redo those knots. Tomorrow afternoon,
I'd like to teach you something about being an
American. Ever heard of baseball?"
- Tovah S. Yavin, Columbia, Maryland
r-------------------~-I

I
I
I
I
I

Jewish people follow the Torah (sometimes
called the Old Testament) which teaches them their
history and God's commandments. One commandment is to wear afour-cornered garment withfringes
attached to each ofthe corners. These fringes are
there to remind them ofGod all day long. Jewish
men and boys wear the garment, called tzizis, under
their shirts. Wearing tzizs is taught to young Jewish
boys, usually by the time they are three years old.
The two boys in this picture are wearing their tzizis,
as they do everyday, but on this day, they were also
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ L playing baseball!

...J
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Marco Polo
I close my eyes against the world.
I slowly sink beneath the surface
And count to ten with my hands
Out of water.
Suddenly I pop up!
Shaking my head, "Marco!" I cry,
Straining my ears for an answer.
"Polo," comes the faint, watery reply.
I lunge and gasp for air.
He eludes me several times
Before I catch him.
Then I become the sought,
Instead of the seeker.
I hope that when you're
Aoundering in darkness,
Straining for a hidden clue,
That someone answers you
And you finally grasp
What you're after.
Come out of the blinding darkness
Into the warm light
Where you can clearly see
All around you.
-Jennifer Schuster, 17, Holiday, Florida

A Dutch Breeze
This oil p~tel of a.wind!Uill celebrates western Michigan's
Dutch hentage. Wmdmills have been used in Holland for
irrigation and mechanical power, for many generation's.
- Bree Finch, 8th Grade, Rockford, Michigan

Black Coffee and White Cream
Wet Glory
She is standing on a bridge
That's already underwater
And the blue back of the river
Swirls between her small bare feet
The cloudy sky is spinning downward
And she shuts her eyes and lifts
Her face to greet it.
The flood is running higher and
She climbs up on the railing
And peers at her reflection
In the blue black swirling water
She reaches down to touch it
But it breaks and slips away
And the sky laughs rumble thunder
On and on.
-Jessa Queyrouze, 15, Mandeville, Louisiana
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Coffee
As black as my hair
As black as my eyes
Black Coffee
As dark as Mama's hands
As she carries me to sleep.
Cream
White as the moon as I stare
Out into the night sky
White Cream
As light as Daddy's lips
As he kisses me goodnight
Two opposite colors
When combined
Make something beautiful
ME
-Leslie Touzeau,10, Columbia, Missouri

The Four
Observers
Wise Men from the East
So the two men joined the friends and they set off
Four friends once set out on a journey round the
for the King's palace. They reached it at the hour the
world. Laughing and arguing, they traveled through
King gave a public audience.
many lands. One day they fell to arguing who was
"Your honor, we have a request. Please tell us
the cleverest among them. Each advanced his claim
which one of us is the wisest."
vigorously, but the argument could not be resolved.
"Your honor, pray listen to us first," said the tall
"Stop friends," cried one. "We cannot decide for
stranger. "These gentlemen here have kidnapped my
ourselves. Let us go to our wise King and ask him."
wife. They know all about her, and yet say they have
"Agreed," echoed the other three. On the way
not seen her."
they saw some footprints.
"And they have my camel," said the short man.
"These are a woman's footprints," said the first
"They described my camel perfectly."
man. The second man said, "She has run away from
"Well," said the King, "one doubt at a time."
home." "She was carrying a heavy load," said the third.
"How did you know about this gentleman's wife?"
"She belongs to the Meena tribe," remarked the fourth
he asked, turning to the first friend.
friend. After crossing a well they
saw another set of footprints. /I...." .
• •4,
"Your honor, we know nothing
i more than what we inferred. We saw
"A camel has surely
footprints pointing both forwards and
passed this way," remarked
backwards and concluded that the
the first man.
person had come away in haste and
"It was not very heavily
was looking back to make sure no
laden," added the next one.
one was following her. The foot"And I can tell you that it
prints were deep, showing that she
was carrying jaggery," said
had trudged along with a heavy load.
the third man.
And the headgear lying near the foot"Aye, and it is blind in
prints belonged to the Meena Tribe."
the left eye," said the fourth.
"I see," said the King. "Well you
Just then they heard a
.
~:,'
have
certainly used your brains; your
shout. Turning, they saw two ; «men running toward them.
~~""!!""" ~!'!!!!!!------~~
statements are irrefutable." He turned
to listen to the next explanation. "Your honor, I saw that
They stopped, surprised, because they didn't know
though the sand was loose the footprints were shallow.
the men. "Have you seen a lady go this way?" asked
Thus, the camel was lightly laden."
the taller of the two.
"And I knew it carried jaggery because I saw ants
"Was she running away from home?"
scurrying along the path."
"Was she traveling with a heavy load?"
"I could tell this gentleman that the camel was one"And did she belong to the Meena tribe?"
eyed," said the third,"because only the branches on the
three of the four friends questioned, together.
left side had been eaten from."
"Yes, yes, yes," said the first friend. "We saw
"The footprints pointed toward the east, which is
the footprints and inferred the rest." But the tall man
where
I asked this gentleman to go and look," the
looked disbelieving. He thought the men had kidfourth friend said.
napped the lady. Then the short man spoke,
"You see," said the King, "How wise and honest
"Have you seen a camel?"
these people are! Had you followed their advice you
"If it was lightly laden, one-eyed and carrying
would have found what you were looking for. Go
jaggery I can tell you it went that way," one of the
now, and do not trouble me anymore."
friends said, pointing eastwards.
"As for your question," he said to the friends,
"Was it being followed?" the shorter man asked.
"I find that you have an equal claim to wisdom. Four
"We never saw the camel," said the spokesman.
brains working together have solved two difficult
"That cannot be," said the man. "You have stolen
puzzles, and I need such lively, honest men in my
my camel."
court. Will you work for me?"
"And kidnapped my wife," said the taller man.
The friends were delighted. They agreed to work
"Gentlemen, I see that you do not believe us.
for the King, and served him loyally ever after.
Well, we are going to the King. Come with us and
lay your suspicions before him."
-Anjali Amit, from India, lives in Chatsworth, California
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The Horno in the Backyard
Grandma was always complaing. "All you see
here is house after house. How I miss my fields
and mountains," she declared, the old sparkle in
her eyes missing.
Grandma longed to be back at her pueblo in
New Mexico. But when life without running
water and electricity became too hard
for her, she came to live with us.
"I wish I could be back home
baking bread,"she snapped.
"But Grandma, you can bake
bread in our kitchen," I assured her.
"Oh, that oven isn't any good.
No matter how hard I try it just
doesn't come out right. I miss the
homo. There's nothing like that
beehive oven."
"Yes, Grandma," I said even
though I didn't remember much
about the pueblo. I was only
three when we moved away so Papa could get a
job at the factory. "Grandma is not happy here,"
I told Mama one day.
"Don't worry. It will take time, but she will
like it here,"Mama assured me.
Days went by, but all Grandma did was
grumble that she didn't have any fields to tend
or cows to milk. And there were no friends to
talk to. Most of all she complained that she
couldn't bake her bread. The only time her eyes
sparkled was when she told us her wonderful
stories about growing up at the pueblo.
"Why can't Grandma have a homo in our
backyard?" I asked one day.
"What a wonderful idea!" replied Mama.
"But who will build one?" asked Papa.
"I've never built a homo. What would n~ighbors
think about such a thing in our yard?"
"Oh, a homo can't bother anybody, said
Mama, wiping her hands on her apron.
Just then Mama's eyes lit up. "My cousin Joe
back at the pueblo built a homo for his mother,
my Aunt Maria. In fact, he built quite a few of
them. He made a pretty good living at it. I'm sure
he wouldn't charge us much,"said Mama.
"Will he drive way out here?" inquired Papa.
"Don't worry," said Mama. "My mother was
his favorite aunt. I'll write and ask him."
A few weeks later Cousin Joe's pickup truck
loaded with adobe brick screeched into our
driveway. "Where is my favorite aunt?" he joked,
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jumping out of his truck.
Grandma rushed out to greet him. Mter a kiss,
hug, and some news of the pueblo, Grandma talked
of how she missed her old friends, even though we
visited the pueblo several times a year. She missed
the festivals and dances, even though we took
part in them when we visited.
Cousin Joe listened and nodded. "A
homo is just what you need," he said.
"I'll get started in the morning."
The next morning Joe and I started
making the homo while Grandma
watched in delight. As we put each
brick in its place Joe explained to
me how he made them. "I make a
wood frame. Then I shovel in mud .
mixed with straw and pack it
down. Finally, I lift off the frame
and let the sun dry the brick."
Mter the bricks were in place
I helped Joe mix dirt with straw and water to make
the plaster to cover the brick. Grandma helped us
smooth the mixture over her new homo. I saw that
the missing spark in her eyes was returning.
When the mud had dried, Grandma piled cider
wood into the oven and lit it. Mter the hot fire
burned for a time, she shoveled out the ashes.
"Now, it's hot enough for the bread," she declared,
placing her round loaves into the oven with a long
wooden paddle.
Soon the smell of freshly baked bread filled the
neighborhood. "Oh, Mrs. Martinez, what's that
wonderful smell?" asked a neighbor, peering over
our fence.
"What's that giant beehive doing in your
backyard?" asked another.
"That"s my homo, my oven," declared
Grandma, proudly. "Here, taste some of my bread?"
"Delicious!" said one.
"Never had bread this tasty," said another.
"Can I buy a loaf?"
"Of course,"she replied. From that day on,
Grandma joyfully spent her days baking and
selling bread. And she never complained.
What she enjoyed most were the children who
flocked to the "giant beehive" whenever they saw
her in our yard. While she baked, she would entertain them with the wonderful stories of her youth.
They would sample her bread, and listen in wideeyed fascination to the Indian lady with the homo
in the backyard.
-Charles Curatalo Jr., Rochester, New York

Borealis Blues
"Morning, girls," said Ms.
Harris as she briskly strode
into her office and stood at the
window. Somewhere outside,
Alse heard a kookaburra
laughing in an old gum tree.
"This decision was very
hard for the school board.
All your grades are top notch.
We decided to put the names
in a lottery and choose. Kelly
Smith and Bianca Edwards are the two exchange students this year. Congratulations!"
Six girls, all in their first year of junior high, sat in
the principal's office. Two of .the~ were n~w ~xchange
students, each going to move m wIth a famIly m Juneau,
Alaska, for a semester, a far cry from Melbourne.
Alse wanted to throw up. Her best friend Binky and
her twin sister Kelly were chosen. She couldn't believe
it. As the other girls were congratulating Kelly and
Binky, Alse quickly left the office. No Northern Lights
for her.
She stuck her thick black hair up in a scrunchy and
wiped a tear from her cheek. In minutes, Alse left the
school grounds and bolted into the Australian bush.
Wildflowers brushed her legs with red and gold as she
ran on. The gum trees were alive with screeching
cockatoos-Alse didn't hear them.
The bush walk home from school was usually Alse's
favorite time of day. There were so many animals and
birds to see even on the way to school. What Alse didn't
see was the gray fur-ball koala scuttling in front of her.
He was moving as fast as he could, which wasn't very
speedy at all; he was hea.ded for another gu~ tree. Alse
tripped head-first over hIm and landed face m the dust.
"What a bummer," she gulped as her knee throbbed.
School news travels fast. By the time Alse walked
through the front door at home, her mother knew.
"You know Alse, the student from Juneau is going
to stay with us. You have to show her Australia. ~mag
ine where you can take her-maybe to the volcanIC lake
where the water changes from green to blue for just
one day a year." Her Mum was always so cheery.
"I feel very jealous of my best friend and my sister,
Mum," answered Alse. "I know it's not right, but I
can't help it." Her Devon Rex cat, Finicky, purred to
be picked up. She scratched him behind his soft leathery
ears that hardly had any fur on them. In f~ct, Finick~
had only a fine covering of fur on all of hI.S body. ~IS
ears were so big and his face came to a pomt. HIS bIg
saucer eyes were limeade green. Finicky was a rare
breed of cat. "At least I won't have to leave furr-Iess
Finicky," Alse whispered and smiled.
.
"I'm packing, Mum," said Kelly as she breezed m
the door past Alse. "Only six months before we leave."
"What a smart alec!" yelled Alse and ran crying to
her bedroom.

The next week of school proved to be one of the
hardest for Alse. She avoided Binky and Kelly when she
could. When Binky tried to talk to her, Alse ran off into
the schoolyard. When Kelly spoke to her, she started to
cry. Luckily they didn't have too many classes together.
"Alison Smith please see the Principal in her office
after history," said Ms. Jones her history teacher.
"Yes, Ms. Jones," Alse said in dismay. More detention, she thought and couldn't think of a reason why.
It was stuffy in Ms. Harris's office. The same six
girls were there. Binky was crying, and Kelly looked
like she had failed her favorite subject. Alison forgot
she wasn't talking to them and went over to hug Binky.
"Girls, we have a small problem here," started Ms.
Harris. Binky was crying louder now. Alse put her arm
around her.
"You know the school board pays for only a p,ortion
of the trip. It seems Bianca's family is having some
difficulty coming up with the remaining sum of money
needed. I have had to choose another girl. Alse Smith,
do you still want to go?" asked Ms. Harris.
Alse thought for a moment. Her arm was firmly
around Binky when she finally answered.
"No. I don't want to go instead of Binky. I have
an idea though. If we can raise the money before the
deadline date, can she still go?" asked Alse.
Alison's plan was a hard one. For the next five
months they worked every day after school and on
weekends, doing odd jobs for the neighborhood.
They baked cookies, washed cars and ~owed lawns;
The worst thing Alse had to do was polIsh her Mum s
silverware, but her Mum paid well. Alse even cleaned
the smelly fish bait and slime out of her brother's boat.
Binky walked the neighborhood dogs and always
had about six dogs on leashes going in all directions.
Kelly had a lemonade stand on weekends when it was
100 degrees. Some people donated money when the
girls explained the situation, but those people were
mostly relatives and friends.
"All right girls, it seems you have enough money .
here for Bianca to go to Alaska," announced Ms. Hams.
"This is all because of my best friend, Alison
Smith," piped up Binky. For once, the girls scrambled
out of her office laughing.
"I was really mad when you and Kel were going
and I wasn't," said Alse. "Then when you couldn't go,
I realized how badly you wanted to, and I was acting
jealous. Now you're going, and you can come bac~
with all the good information on the Auror~ BorealIs
lights," said Alse as she hugged Bmky agam.
After school, it was a short walk through the bush
for Alse, Kel and Binky. Alse pointed to the koala curled
up in a gum tree.
"I'll bet he never changes trees again, especially
while I'm walking home," said Alse, and she told how
her knee became bruised those many months before.
- Victoria Collett, Port Washington, New York
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Noteworthy Newsfrom the North, East, West, South
24 May:
06 May:
06 June:
09 June:
17 June:

Education Day in Bulgaria
Mother's Day in Poland, France
Constitution and Flag Day in France
Father's Day in France
Day of the African Child (UNICEF)
Independence Day of Iceland
23 June: Mid-summer Festival, Scandinavia
24 June: Dia del Campesino
06 July: Statehood Day in Lithuania
14 July: Bastille Day in France
28 July: St. Valdimir Day in Ukraine, Russia
02 Aug: Warsaw Uprising Day in Poland
06 Aug: Hiroshima Day all over the world
07 Aug: Maras in Latvia
24 Aug: Independence Day of Ukraine
26 Aug: Summer Holiday in United Kingdom
21 Sept: Oktoberfest in Munich, Germany and
Harvest Festival in Latvia
European Hot Spots in the News: Chernobyl,
Ukraine: 10th anniversary of the worst nuclear
accident; Republic of Chechnya: War for independence continues; Bosnia and the Balkans:
war crimes trials are underway; Northern
Ireland: Still searching for a peaceful solution;
Russia: Presidential Elections this summer.
Republics of Russia, Belarus, Kyrgyzstan
and Kazakhstan entered into an economic
cooperation treaty similar to the European
Union treaty in late March 19%.
British Beef Banned: In response to the
concerns over the mad cow disease, which has
claimed at least ten lives, the European Union,
as well as many other nations, including the U.S.,
have banned imports of British beef. While there
is no conclusive evidence, the British government
plans to kill much of the nation's older cows over
the next six years, because consumer ·confidence
is at 'stake.'
As the world observes the tenth anniversary of
the Chernobyl Nuclear Power Plant Disaster,
many countries continue to offer summer camps
for children from the affected region. Some 40
children from the Chernobyl area will attend a
month long summer camp outside of Stockholm,
Sweden. They will enjoy health care, recreation
and participate in cultural exchanges.
• To find out more about what's happening in Europe
on a daily basis, tune in to radio stations such as the
BBC News, on the short wave, or the European
Journal on your Public n! station.
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With the U.S. Presidential elections right around
the comer, young Americans are making sure their
voices are being heard. In May, fifty-one young
people nationwide, met with members of Congress
at the RespecTeen National Forum in Washington,
DC, to voice their concerns.

CrimeIViolence
Drug!Alcohol Abuse
Pregnancy Issues
Environment
Education
Domestic Policy
National Budget
Child Abuse
Family Structure
Homelessness

These issues are the top 10 concerns among
American teens, according to 15,000 letters written
by seventh- and eighth-grade students to their U.S.
representatives. The students were participants in
the 1996 RespecTeen Speak for Yourself program
sponsored by Lutheran Brotherhood. The numbers
above reflect the quantity of letters received on
each topic.

Skipping Stones has received the 1996 Golden
Apple Award from the Eugene Education
Association! The award is given in recognition of
devoted and valuable service to education.
Now that Skipping Stones has a home page on
the Internet, we're more accesible internationally.
You can visit us on the Nonviolence Web athttp://www.nonviolence.org/-nvweb/skipping/

A Piece of Peace ed., Beth Krensky, Neal and
Roselyn Boyle, P. Gould and Christen Rodriguez
(Font & Center Press, P.O. Box 95, Weston, MA
02193). Sixty young people share their hopes,
dreams and visions of peace for their community
and the world at large. The photography, poetry
an? insights represent how young people percelve the past, present and future. Ages 7-14.
Tales From the Dragon's Cave: Peacemaking
Stories for Everyone by Arlene Williams (The
Waking Light Press, P.O. Box 1329, Sparks, NV
89432). Twelve original fairy tales, each depicting
an aspect of conflict resolution. Themes include
c?mmunication, cooperation, self-esteem...Many
different cultures are represented in the settings
for these stories. A fun way to learn more about
resolving conflicts nonviolently. Ages 10 and up.
Art Activity Packs: Van Gogh, Monet, Matisse
and Cezanne by Mila Boutan (Chronicle Books,
CAY. Learn more about influential European artists
such as Van Gogh, Monet, Matisse and Cezanne
and explore your own artistic horizon. This art
activity pack includes: a full color book that
highlights the famous artists' techniques, an art
activity book with suggested projects and a
large format poster for coloring. Ages 8-14.
Hopscotch: Around the World by Mary D. Lankford (Beech Tree Books, New York). Children all
around the world play hopscotch. This book
shows us how to play the game as children do in
Aruba, Bolivia, Germany, England, France, Honduras, Italy, India, Nigeria, Russia... Ages 6 and up.
Prietita and the Ghost Woman: Prietita Y La
Llorona by Gloria Anzaldua, illustrated by
Christina Gonzalez (Children's Book Press, 246
First St., #101, San Francisco, CA 94105). A
magical bilingual story about a Mexican girl's
courage and self-discovery. On a journey to find
the healing rue plant to cure her mother's illness
Prietita meets the legendary ghost woman who'
helps her in her quest. Great illustrations. All ages.
The Kid's Guide to Service Projects: Over 500
Service Ideas for Young People Who Want to
Make a !?iffe~ence by Barbara Lewis (Free Spirit,
MN). ThiS gUIde has something for everyone who
wants to make a d.ifference, from simple projects to
large-scale commlttments. Kids can choose from a
variety?f topics in<:luding. animals, crime fighting,
the.e!1vlronment,.fnendshlp, hunger, literacy and
polItiCS. It also gives step-by-step instructions for
making fliers, petitions, press releases. Ages 11-18.

The National Civil Rights Museum Celebrates
Everday People by Alice Faye Duncan, photographs by 1. Gerard Smith (BridgeWater Books,
NJ). This book is about the Civil Rights Museum,
formally the Lorraine Motel in Memphis, Tennessee,
where Martin Luther King Jr. was slain. In 1994,
I walked through the museum with one of my
daughters. We sat at the "White Only" lunch
counters and sat with a statue of Mrs. Rosa Parks
on the Montgomery bus. It was a very meaningful
and powerful experience. The book does a good
job of showing with pictures and text what the segregated South was like during the Civil Rights era.
Thousands of students will never visit the museum
in Memphis, but many of these students can read
this book, a tribute to the everyday Americans who
stepped forward to make a difference. Ages 7- 15.
-Reviewed by Paulette Ansari

Wilma Unlimited by Kathleen Krull (Harcourt
Brace & Co., San Diego, CAy is the heart-warming
true story of Wilma Rudolph, an African-American
Olympic gold-medalist. She was determined to
overcome all stumbling blocks, including crippling
polio. Wonderfully illustrated. Inspiring! All ages.
Holidays of the World Cookbook for Students
by Lois Sinaiko Webb (Oryx Press, Phoenix, AZ).
Over 300 recipes from more than 120 countries!
The recipes are grouped by regions and countries.
They are preceded by a brief description of a traditional holiday, its cultural context and the culinary
delights that are a part of it. Ages 12 and up.
A Sky Full of Kites by Osmond Molarsky and
Helen Hipshman (Tricycle Press, Berkeley, CA).
Colin creates a beautiful, but very large painting,
and he cannot convince anyone to display it. His
teacher, the firehouse, the bank, the church and the
~useum all have very good reasons for not putting
It up. But Colin persists and finds an ingeniousway to share his artwork with everyone; he turns
it into a kite. Soon the very institutions that
turned him down are clamoring to show his work.
A celebration of creativity! Ages 8 and up.
Bearing Witness compiled by Hazel Rochman and
Darl.en~ Mc~amp~ell (f?rch?rd Bo?ks, New York).
Begl~mng With Ehe Wiesel s movIng speech at the
opemng of t~e U.~. Holoc~ust ~emorial Museum,
the 24 selectIOns Included In thiS remarkable collection offer.a ~ultifa~eted view of th~ Holocaust,
from a chIld s be~Ilde~ent at haVIng to wear a
star and later go Into hidIng, to the agony of the
concentration camps. Ages 12 and up.
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PEN PAL ALERT
We've received a complaint
from a pen pal that she
received disturbing letters
from several boys. We are
very concerned that some of
you are misusing the pen pal
exchange by making
inappropriate requests.
Please remember the idea
of the exchange is to make
friends and share your
culture, daily life, school, etc.
Thank you.
-Editors

To be listed on the Pen Pal Page, please send $5. (You'll also get a
copy ofthe issue,) Low-income and subscribers get one free listing.
Priority is given to pen pals ages 17 and under.
SWEDEN continued
SWEDEN Continued
e.LS.

Simon Carlquist, boy, 12
Stockvagen 103
5-54162, Skovde, SWEDEN
Int: music (play & listen), computers
Markus Eriksson, boy, 10
Backloksvagen 41
S-16577 Hasselby, SWEDEN
Int: hockey, computer, animals
Angelica Karlsson, girl 12
TrolIstigen 78
61145 Nykoping SWEDEN
Int music, cats, eating pizza
Ida CederlOf, girl, 11
Manskens. v. 25. 14646
Tullinge, SWEDEN
Int: soccer, music, animals. Pals
from England, Ireland, Africa, US
DENMARK
Sofia Bengtsson, girl, 15
Rikke Sondergaard, girl, 14
Islands v. 2a
Toftevej 18, Aalsrode
35247 Vaxjo SWEDEN
8500 Grenaa, DENMARK
Int: books, music, pen pals in USA
Int: shooting, music, travel, boys
Maria jorlen, girl, 11
BELGIUM
Box 101
Kathryn justaert, girl, 17
260 93 Torekov, SWEDEN
Dorysstraat 403
Int: boys, swimming, disco, friends
3061 Leefdaal, BELGIUM
Karin SjoIin, girl, 13
Int: writing, music, reading
Fiskgjusev. 27
POLAND
75756 Uppsala, SWEDEN
Magdalena Bies, girl
Frida Spjuth, girl, 14
ul. Makowa9
Mellby Gardhem
46-100 Namyst0w,
S-531 96 Lidkoping SWEDEN
woj. opolskie, POLAND, Europe
Int: letters, books, friends, fun
Int: zoology, penpals
Erika Agren, girl, 10
SWEDEN
Box 1
S-981 07 Abisko, SWEDEN
Klas Karlsson, boy, 16
Int: friends, dance, rabbits
LilIakersvagen 35
181 59 Lidingo SWEDEN
Eva Hagel, girl, 12
Int: friends, music, concert,letters
Flogstavagen 130
S-75272 Uppsala, SWEDEN
Emma Molander, girl, 17
Int: pen friends, dance, rabbits
Enbacksvagen 10
825 92 Njutfmger, SWEDEN
Hozan, girl, 11; Hawjin, girl, 11
Int: music, friends, reading, penpals and Fashima, girl, 9
Int: horses, music, basketball
Anna Pehrson, girl, 15
Write them all at: Navertorp
Gronalunds g. 10
Stora Malmsvagen 5
216 16 Malmo, SWEDEN
64150 Katrineholm, SWEDEN
Int: travel, animals, fun, penpals
Linda Axelsson, girl, 17
Sofie Olsson, girl, 12
FjalIgatan 1 B
Stensagare. v. 13
S-982 60 POIjUS, SWEDEN
45081 Grebbestaa, SWEDEN
Int: photography, "step-up," U.S.
Int: music, horses, dance, film
Linnea GrenevalI, girl, 17
Kristin Bohman, girl, 16
Tallvagen 12
Halliden 26
S-957 32 bvertomea, SWEDEN
S-43639 Askim, SWEDEN
Int: bsktball, aerobics, music, travel
Int: swimming, music, workout
Hanna Pettersson, girl, 13
Caroline Sjogren, girl, 15
Vadstorp, Bankekind
Birger Jarlsgat 68
58593 Linkoping, SWEDEN
21611 Malmo, SWEDEN
Int: friends, animals, biking, cinema Int: music, boys, friends
Ingemar Nilsson, boy, 15
Sandra Soderquist, girl, 14
Bengtsgard
NaIvagen 11
31194 Falkenberg, SWEDEN
610 40 Gusum, SWEDEN
Int: friends, music, pals ages 13-16 Int: pen pals ages 14-17
Karin Svensson, girl, 16
Sun Nilsson, girl, 16
Ortgatan 19
Domaregatan 14
593 40 Vastervik, SWEDEN
29166 Kristianstad, SWEDEN
Int: photos, pen pals age 15-17
Int: pen friends ages 15-17
Nadja Elharbiti, girl, 14
Frida Bengtsson, girl, 15
Bemadottev. 23
Akleja Veg 22
75648 Uppsala, SWEDEN
37239 Ronneby SWEDEN
Int: friends, dancing, sports, music Int: music, singing, dance, friends
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Frida Askevik, girl, 15
Brovagen: 17
37142 Karlskrona, SWEDEN
Int music, fashion, parties, friends
Cecilia Andersson, girl, 11
Backavagen 4
284 32 Perstorp, SWEDEN
Int: orienteering, letters, swimming
Anna Hagnefur, girl, 15
Sanne2058
83023 Hackas, SWEDEN
Int: music, read, travel, friends, US
Sofia Horgren, girl, 16
Mossen8330
43991 Onsala, SWEDEN
Int music, soccer, friends, reading
Hanna Nilsson, girl, 14
Kulla Hansagard
S-31O 40 Harplinge, SWEDEN
Int: painting, animals, 4-H
Malou Edlund, girl, 15
Marielundsgard Funbo
S-75597 Uppsala, SWEDEN
Int: cats, judo, pen friends in US,
France, Italy, and other countries
Anna-Karin Pettersson, girl, 17
Skastra 4093
82040 Jarvso, SWEDEN
Int: reading, friends, sports, music
Shadi Khajevand, girl, 13
Kommendors. g. 25J
41459 Gothenburg, SWEDEN
Int: swimming, basketball, letters
Peter jonsson, boy
Kaprifolg. 21
59172 Motala, SWEDEN
Int: computers, music, movies,
books, fishing, pen pals age 17
Karin Gustafsson, girl, 16
Norshags V8
82730 Ljusdal, SWEDEN
Int: basketball, diving, pp.ages 16+.
Emma Grubbstrom, girl, 12
Taklaggarv. 9
92146 Lycksele, SWEDEN
Int: animals, music, football, penpal
Emma Fridholm, girl, 11
Vegagatan 16
80286 Gavle, SWEDEN
Int riding hoses, animals, books
Linda johansson, girl, 16
Hogsta Vagen 4
82834 Edsbyn, SWEDEN
Int music, animals, penpals in US
Sofia Lindstrom, girl, 16
Drabanterorg. 22
S-33141 Vamamo, SWEDEN
Int: sports, music, reading, fun
Maria FrlHund, girl, 14
Bjombars. v. 9
19461 Upplands Vasby, SWEDEN
Int flute, books, badminton, letters
Anna, girl, 11 (lnt orienteering,
cello) & Annika, girl, 9 (lnt swimming, gymnastics, square-dancing)
Write them both at
Navertorpsskolan. 3-4 D
Stora Malmsv. 5
S-64150 Katrineholm, SWEDEN

The Bulldog Club of Irkutsk, Siberia (Russia) would like to establish
friendship links and become Twins
Schools with your school for 199697, The club is a non-political and
non-religious organization for youth
5-to-17. We want to know other
cultures, traditions, histories... Our
interests are environment, correspondence, cross-cultural exchanges
and human rights. Please write usSergei Baikov, President
Bulldog Club International
PO Box 2024, 5A Mayakovsky Street,
Irkutsk 664005, RUSSIA
Voronezhsky 396072 RUSSIA
Novovoronezh
Naberezhnaya 2a Apt. 105
Luba Panarina, girl, 13
Int: reading, basketball, TV, friends
357340 Lermontov, RUSSIA
Stavropolskii krai
Volkova St. 11/2, 38
Anna Elisevich, girl (lnt: animals)
183012 Murmansk, RUSSIA
Oktyabrskaya St. 1,21
Natalya Iyushina, girl, 13
Int: drawing, reading, Barbie
396072 Voronezhskiy, RUSSIA
Novovoronezh,
3 Kosmonavtov Street, Flat 49
Alya Gudkova, girl, 12
Int: basketball, books, singing, pals
163051 Arkhangelsk, RUSSIA
Timme St. 13-3-35
Lena Khomenko, girl, 14
Int: music, books, sports
220141 Minsk, BELARUS
Russianova 32-1-139
Elena Truhan, girl,
Int: animals, reading, music, movies
220018 Minsk, BELARUS
Dalintsova St. 59-75
Ira Ermak, girl, 13
Int: music, reading, history, friends
220136 Minsk, BELARUS
Lobanok Street 13-286
Olga Evhimets, girl, 13
lnt: music, comics, dance
220018 Minsk, BELARUS
Odinsova Str 59-76
Olga Zelenkevich, girl
Int: music, reading, dance
220108 Minsk, BELARUS
Kazinca St. 66/1-52
Nadya Gulyakevich, girl, 13
Int dinosaurs, modem music
220 134 Minsk, BELARUS
Timoschenka 24-1-18
Natascha and Lena, girls, 14
Int: would like pen pals from Germany
220125 Minsk, BELARUS
Gintovta str. 26-157
Ira Burlova, girl
lnt: music, animals, friends
220018 Minsk, BELARUS
Odintsov str., 31-3, flat 18
Valeria Raile, girl, 16
Int: music, dancing, dogs

For C.I.S, countries, address your envelope beginning
with the country, city, street and lastly, the name!
USA
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C.I.S.(cont.)
2017 Vilnius, LITHUANIA
Jaikos 227-12
Agne Dubonyte, girl, 14
Int: music, animals, outdoors,
swimming and reading.
2017 Vilnius, LITHUANIA
Jaikos 75-37
Laura Lukanskaite, girl
Int: horses, writing, swimming
47-61 Visaginas, LITHUANIA
18 Vilties St., Rat 15
Katia Tvanovskaja, girl, 14
Int: animals, shopping, writing
2017 Vilnius, LITHUANIA
Taikos37-8
Aiste Levinskaite, girl, 15
Int: friends, poetry, German
47-61 Visaginas, LITHUANIA
g. Vilties 18-15
Katia Tvanovskaja, girl, 14
Int: music, animals, cats, horses
4761 Visaginas, LITHUANIA
Energetiku 72-12
Lena Lampadova, girl, 16
4761 Visaginas, LITHUANIA
Energetiku 22-23
Julia Sivakova, girl, 17
Visaginas, LITHUANIA
5 Taribu St., Apt. 13
Danil Kiose, girl, 11
Int: nature, cultures, computers, US
349 600 Starbelsk, UKRAINE
pI. Bazarnaya dA kv. 8
Lyganskiy Region
Ann Fedchenko, 15
Int: animals, esp.dogs, friends
220018 Minsk BELARUS
Odintsova St. 59-73
Veronika Romonovich, girl, 13
Int: classical music, drawing, sports
2017 Vilnius, LITHUANIA
Taikos 251-16
Mingaile Bavileviciute, girl, 15
Int: music, quiz, friends

CZECH REPUBLIC
Jana Steyskalova, 14
Brandlova 2097/50,
Kromeriz 76701, Czech Republic
Int: swimming, animals, music

GERMANY
Evelina Kouchnir, girl, 15
Rudolfstrasse 23-25
52070 Aachen, Germany
Int reading, dancing, badminton
Tatjana Zosel, girl
Weilburger Str. 19
D-61276 Weilrod 3, Germany
Theresa Vorsatz, girl, 12
Eichenstrasse 18
07549 Gera, Germany
Int: music, animals, TV
Melanie Krehl, girl, 13
MUhlweg8
61250 Usingen, GERMANY
Int: music, volleyball, friends

Nikki Turner, girl, 14
116 Pacific Ave
Lower Burrell, Pennsylvania 15068
Int: sports, computers, animals, travel
Erin Krey, ll(Int: camping, crafts,
hockey, biking, swimming, Finland)
Amber Krey,8 (Int: camping, reading, hockey, basketball, swimming
Write both at: 1704 Red River Trail
St. Cloud, Minnesota 56301 USA
Andy Dyrcz, 13 (lnt: swimming,
football, music, camping; wants pen
pals in Europe & Canada) and
Krissy Dyrcz (Int: reading, art,
swimming, animals; wants pen pals
in Europe & Canada) Write both at:
1108 Plaza Drive
New Lenox, Illinois 60451 USA
Katie Johnson, girl, 9
2815 County Rd. 136
St. Cloud, Minnesota 56301 USA
Int: art, ballet, ice skating, piano
Staci Turner, girl, 13
116 Pacific Ave
Lower Burrell, Pennsylvania 15068
Int: basketball, horses, music

CANADA
Allan Lavallee, boy, 12
P.O. Box 542
Queen Charlotte, British Columbia
var 150 CANADA
Please write in English
Matt Judge, boy, 11
Box 51 Elmsdale
Nova Scotia CANADA BON IMO
Int: sports, music, cards, pen pals

MALAWI
Anastazia Chione, girl, 17
c/o Mr. ES Chione
P.O. Box 50
Ekwendeni, Mzimba, MALA WI
Int: cooking, radio, books, news

CAMEROON
Joseph Fozao
Lycee Bilingue De Buea
Molyko, CAMEROON
Int pen pals age 15-18

GHANA, West Africa
We have received over 100 pen
pal requests from Ghana. We could
only put a small fraction ofthem on
,this page. If you need more pen pals
from Ghana, please send us an
SASE. To make best use of this
space in the future, we will give
priority to requests from group or
class pen pals. Please send your
requests through your teachers.

Anthony Osei Kofi, boy, 10
BoatienKorkorPresby
P.O. Box 103
Sunyani B/A, GHANA W/A
Int: friends in other cultures
"
h bo 15
FINLAND
S o Iomon B"T F rmJua,
y,
St. Thomas .1.S.S.
Peter Ala-Pietila, boy
P.O. Box 84
Nastolantie 17 AS
Fiapre, Sunyani, GHANA
00600 Helsinki 60 FINLAND
Int: reading, football, letters
Int: books, languages, letters, travel
sel' A n tw'I, bo y, 15
G I'd eon 0
Hanski Keranen, boy
clo Mr. Collins Antwi
Leivonkatu 16
V.R.A. Box 1777
05860 Hyvinkaa, FINLAND
Sunyani B/A, GHANA W/A
Int: computers, sports, travel
Int: to learn about different countries
Katja Bostrom, girl, 16
S amueI Ok al' 0 pare, bo y 14
Museivagen 2
Harriet Okai Lartey, girl, 10
10210 Ing~, FINLAND
Int: animals, movies, music, pen pals Both at: P.O. Box 348
Sunyani B/A,GHANA W/A
NORWAY
Int: church, writing letters to penpals
Lene Forssell Solsrud, 13
Micheal Adu Adjei, boy, 14
Solheimveien 2
(Int: soccer, swimming, drawing)
2070 Raaholt, NORWAY
and Gloria Adu Adjei, girl., 9
Int: read, writing, dance, garden, fish Both at: Modem International Sch.
Therese Mies, girl, 16
. P.O. Box.92, Duayaw
Holeregen8
Nkwanta B/A, GHANA W/A
5870 Evre Ardal, NORWAY
Issac Appiah, boy, 12, and
Int: snowboarding, parties, Pearl Jam David Osei Mensah, boy, 11
Tonje Moen, girl, 16
Both at: P.O. Box 223
Moa3
Sunyani B/A, GHANA W/A
5870 Evre Ardal, ORWAY
Int: attend St. Mary's Prep. School
Int: slalom (skiing), letters, Stone
Kwame Kyeremeh, boy, 13
Temple Pilots, parties
P.O. Box 1508
Hege Grosvold, girl, 15
SunyaniB/A,GHANA W/A
Skanseveien 7
Int: football, travel, music, bike rides
1539 Moss, NORWAY
Kwandu Djan, boy, 15
Int: music, friends, dance, pen pals
clo Kyeame Mensah
P.O. Box 5
.
Wenchi B/A, GHANA W/A
Int: reading, writing letters, cultures

ZIMBABWE
Emmanuel Maramba, boy, 16
56 Tredgold Drive, Lincoln Green
Belvedere, Harare, ZIMBABWE
Int: music, sports, writing, outdoors
Rufaro Hondoyedzomba, girl,14
St. David's Girls High School
P. Bag 17904, Mutare, ZIMBABWE
Int: stamps, reading, music, friends
Master Cosmos Kondowe, boy, 16
33 Mutambia Dr., P.O. Mufakose
Harare, ZIMBABWE
Int magazines, movies, soccer, TV
Robin Chingwawala, boy, 16
443 22 Crescent
Glen-View I
Harare, ZIMBABWE
Int: football, baseball, music, movies
Wadzanai Zimbandu, girl, 14
6412 13th Ave.
Glen View 3
Harare, ZIMBABWE
Int: pen pals from Germany, Sweden,
Canada, Finland...
Rumbidzai Chihaka, girl, 14
4 Dick King Rats
Greenwood
Harare, ZIMBABWE
Int: music, tennis, swimming, tv
Faith Tinarwo, girl, 13
10 Montreal Close,
P.O. Cranborne
Harare, ZIMBABWE
Int reading, stamps, swimming

SOUTH AFRICA
Yvone Ringane, girl, 16
P.O. Box 1818
Letaba 0870 SOUTH AFRICA
I
. d
. ba k tball
nt: tenms, rama, mUSIC, s e
Johannah Mavhungu, girl, 16
27 Pruimbos Street
Leond~le 1401 SOUTH AFRICA
Int: actmg, films, U.S.
. pen pal
Buthelezi Beatrice, girl, 17
Mas Bumbane High School
P. O. ~ox 19
Ulundl3838 SOUTH AFRICA .
Int: watch soccer, rugby, tv, tenms

NAMBIA
Dessie Ruth Amunyela, girl, 16
P.O. BOx 30652
Pionespark, Windhoek
NAMBIA 9000
Int: music, hockey, netball, drawing

BOTSWANA
Angela Lialabi, girl
Moeng College Box 50
Moeng, Via Palapye
BOTSWANA
Int: reading, magazines, writing
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Children's Traditional Games
In the Next Issue (Vol. 8, no. 4)
The Youth Honor Awards recognize creative
writing, artistic abilities, multicultural awareness,
appreciation of the natural world, and community
service. Ten awards are given each year to student
groups and to youth, 7-16. For 1996, the theme is

Envisioning the World in the Year 2025

This book by Judy Sierra & Robert Kaminski
is a great collection of games from 137 cultures
and countries appropriate for ages 6-16. (Oryx
Press, 4041 North Central at Indian School Rd.,
Phoenix, AZ 85012). Enliven your classroom
with creative games such as this Belgian game:
Chenille-assis: Caterpillar Sitting Down

Your dreams, hopes, pictures, predictions, and/or
visions for the human race in the year 2025. You
can be as realistic or as creative as you choose to
be. Emphasize the human and natural aspects of
the world you hope for or would like to see.
Must mail your entries by 25 June 1996.
CHEMIUE-ASSIS (CATERPILLAR SimMS DoWll)
Also, Adventures in Asian Cultures: Tales, travels,
traditions, tongue-twisters, tricks, treats... from
Playing area: a large indoor or outdoor space
various Asian cultures. Send entries by 10 July!
(if outdoors, the game should be played on grass)
Features in the Near Future:
Number of players: Six or more, in two or more
equal teams. A referee of judge may be needed
Cultural Celebrations (Vol. 8, no. 5):
to make sure each team follows the rules.
Every culture and country's calendar is filled
with celebrations. And you take part in them, with Materials: None
This is a race between two or more teams, each
your family or community, throughout the year.
Share photos, stories and recipes from your favorite with an equal number of players, at least three.
celebrations: Succot, Eid-Ul-Fitr, Baisakhi, Solstice, Players mark a starting line and a finish line, about
20 to 40 feet apart. The members of each team sit
Hina-Matsuri, Tet, Juneteenth, Pulaski Day...
on the floor or grass, one behind the other, with
Send your submissions by October 15!
knees
raised and feet flat on the ground. Each
Grannys, Gramps and other elders
person holds the ankles of the person in back.
Send emotion-filled or humorous stories, conTeams will need to experiment and decide
versations or interviews, wits and wisdoms from
together how they can move the fastest and will
your grandparents and elders. How does your
need some time to practice.
culture treat the elderly? What roles do they play?
During the race, if any player lets go of an
Life and Death: Cycles of Change
ankle, that team is disqualified. The first caterHave you thought about death? Have you lost pillar whose whole team crosses the finish line
someone close to you to an illness or an accident? is the winner.
How did you cope with the loss? How does your
A similar game is played in Zaire, but it is done
culture view life and death? What traditions and
for fun, not as a race. Children try to move as fast
rituals surround these passages?
as they can through tall grass, like a snake.
~
For guidelines send a SASE to:
~...
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Skipping Stones Magazine
P. O. Box 3939
Eugene, OR 97403
(541) 342-4956

Answers to the Eurocentric Quiz on page 12:
1. London 2. Helsinki 3. Switzerland 4. Belgium
.5. All 6. Finland, Switzerland 7. Euro 8. Ukraine
9. Switzerland 10. Oranges, grapes 11. Poland
12. Netherland 13. England, Iceland, Ireland 14. All
15. All are ecological concerns for people everywhere!
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What Am I?
I grow on trees with shiny green leaves
That first thrived in the Middle East
Cooking oil can be made from me
And I'm a good snack for a feast
I'm a tasty nut with a very hard shell
Cashews are in my family
I have a pastel green color
And green ice cream is made from me
What AmI?
-Barbara Saffer, Pinson, Alabama
IOU O!lJ:lRjSld

:JaMSUV

A Guide For

•
~

~

The Dreams and Visions of today's youth is
one of the themes of this summer issue. Kids explore
their own future and the future of human societies with
probing poems and prose. The challenge for adults
lies in discerning what role we play in helping young
people arrive at their dreams. What visions can we
partake in as a group? As a family or a class at school?

.

•
~

What kind or animal am I? Or, what musical instrument
am I? When we listen to each other and have the whole
group in mind, we make beautiful music!
• Right For Me (page 8): Often when we don't like
,
something, our attitude is: NO, THAT'S STUPID
implying: "And you are stupid for having that preference
or belief." Let each person finish the sentence: "I really
wish you could see
is just not right for me; In
Achieving Dreams
other
words,
learn
to
state
"non-preferences"
in an
Guide your children through this activity:
informative,
non-agressive
way.
Write down a dream or a wish you have and then
• This Is Not For Me (page 10): Think of someanswer the question: Do you believe this dream can
thing
you don't like to do. Someone asks you to do that.
become a reality for you? - YES - NO
(for
ex.,
go fishing, work on a stamp collection, etc).
What stumbling blocks do you experience or
Reherse
how
to respond in writing. This may help each
expect to prevent your dream from becoming a reality?
person in the future when they confront such a situation.
Ask individuals to share their dreams and the
• Nelly's Story (page 18): Have your group
stumbling blocks they experience. Give the group
(family,
classmates, friends) create a play based on the
some time to reflect on the situation.
story of Nelly. Include and emphasize "safe" houses.
Ask members of the group how they would overHave another group pick a scenario from the book,
come obstables. Some students may choose to act out Rescuers (e.g. page 72), and write a play. Put on these
a way to rise above obstacles. Some barriers may be
informal plays for the class and, possibly for the whole
real; others may just seem insurmountable. (See
community. If you see fit, you might have your students
Wilma Unlimited on Bookshelf, page 31).
do a play based on the Underground Railroad or the
Class Discussion and Activity Evaluation:
Sanctuary Movement in the U.S. and Canada.
Ask students: Did they get helpful suggestions from
Hold discussions about courage- the courage of
others in this activity? This exercise may prove useful
Nelly's mother, Rose; of "safe" householders hiding
in the future when an individual or a group is hard
Jews. How are we called on to show courage today?
pressed to find a way to get out of a difficult situation.
Exploring Europe
If you can't find a way to fulfill your goals, write
The section on Europe can be used to draw attention
to our advice column: Dear Hanna to get new ideas.
to the following facts:
To expand on some of the writing and ideas in this
• European cultures have had a tremendous influence
issue, involve your children and/or students in the
on the world, especially since the fifteenth century.
following activities:
• Many Canadians and North Americans have roots
• Road to Our Heart (page 7): Make a coopera- in European cui tures.
tive/group wall mural. Each person in the group write
• In spite of their war-torned history, cultural differor illustrate an answer to the question: "What would
ences and distinct languages, European nations are
be a useful experience for me to have to find the road
choosing to live in harmony and economic cooperation.
to my heart ?" Have them put these on a large poster
Discuss the lessons we can learn from Europe: Mass
board for display.
transit • Energyefficiency • Multilingual societies.
• I Am (page 7): Alone I am an oak tree. All of
What cultural and ecological impacts, negative and
us together become a forest; each tree is a gift of unique
positive,
do you foresee from the Economic Union?
contributions to the forest. Ask: "What kind of tree am
Reccomended Resources:
IT' It will be good to have a Tree Chart or poster available for children to see which tree they want to identify • Rescuers' Portraits of Moral Courage in the Holocaust
by Gay Block and MaIka Drucker (Holmes & Meier
with. What kind of character attributes and spiritual
Publishers,
30 Irving Place, New York, NY 10003)
qualities do they share with the trees they chose? Ask
•
The
Kid's
Guide to Service Projects (see page 31)
children to answer for themselves:
• Holidays of the World Cookbook for Students by Lois
"Who am /? Who do / want to be?"
Webb (Oryx Press, 4041 N. Central, Phoenix, AZ 85012)
Class Discussion: Together we, as a society, are
Favorite Fairy Tales Told in Denmark (also available for
enriched by the contributions of individuals. What
other countries) by Virginia Haviland (Beech Tree Books)
would happen if we put a birch or maple under an oak • Children's Traditional Games (see page 34)
or fir tree? Would the little birch get enough sunshine? • Many-Eoople..-Man}'-.Way-.S by Chris Brewer and Linda
Could it grow? Discuss what it means to overshadow
Grinde (Zephyr Press, POBox 66006, Tucson, AZ 85728)
someone.
• Native American Gardening.:. Stories, Projects and Recipes
Similarly, the class activity can be carried out using by Michael Caduto & Joseph Bruchac (Fulcrum Publishthe analogy of animals, colors or musical instruments. ing Co., 350 Indiana St., #350, Golden, CO 80401)
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Summertime Fishing in Vladimir, Russia
Pristine waterways have become a rare treasure as a result of chemical contamination
worldwide. In many countries, including France, England and Germany, bottled
water is commonly being used because the tap water is unfit for drinking.
- Photo by Rachel Johnson, Eugene, Oregon
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